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ABSTRACT
A model-based development approach (MBDA) for Globally-Asynchronous Locally-
Synchronous (GALS) Distributed Embedded Systems (DESs) is proposed. This approach
relies on the GALS-DESs specification through (low- or high-level) Petri net classes, which
ensure that the created models are GALS, locally deterministic, distributable, network-
independent, and platform-independent and support their simulation, verification, and
implementation (using simulation, model-checking, and code generation tools). The use
of network- and platform-independent models enable the use of heterogeneous commu-
nication networks to support the distributed components interaction and enable the use
of heterogeneous platforms to support the components and the communication nodes
implementation. To enable the proposed MBDA, Petri nets are extended with a set of the
concepts, most notably time-domains and asynchronous-channels. Algorithms to sup-
port the verification of GALS-DES models and their decomposition into implementable
sub-models are also proposed. A tool chain framework (IOPT-tools) was extended with
this work proposals, supporting their validation and the GALS-DESs development.
Keywords: Distributed embedded systems, globally-asynchronous locally-synchronous
systems, model-based development, Petri nets
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RESUMO
É proposta uma abordagem de desenvolvimento baseada em modelos para Sistemas
Embutidos Distribuídos (SED) Globalmente-Assíncronos Localmente-Síncronos (GALS).
Esta abordagem baseia-se na especificação de SED-GALS através de redes de Petri (de
baixo- ou de alto-nível), que garantem que os modelos criados são GALS, localmente de-
terminísticos, distribuídos, independentes de rede de comunicação e de plataforma e que
suportam a sua simulação, verificação e implementação. O uso de modelos independen-
tes de rede de comunicação e de plataforma permite que a interação entre os componen-
tes possa ser suportada por redes heterogéneas e permite que os nós de comunicação e
os componentes possam ser implementadas em plataformas heterogéneas. Para suportar
a abordagem referida, as redes de Petri foram estendidas com um conjunto de concei-
tos, nomeadamente domínios-temporais e canais-assíncronos. São propostos algoritmos
para suportar a verificação de modelos SED-GALS e sua decomposição em sub-modelos
implementáveis. Um conjunto de ferramentas (IOPT-tools) foi estendido, suportando a
validação dos conceitos e algoritmos propostos, e o desenvolvimento de SED-GALS.
Palavras-chave: Sistemas embutidos distribuídos, sistemas globalmente-assíncronos
localmente-síncronos, desenvolvimento baseado em modelos, redes de Petri
xi
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1
INTRODUCTION
The background of this work is presented in the first section of the chapter, after that the
motivation and research question are presented, and then the defended thesis is stated.
Finally, the document structure is presented, stating the contributions, associated papers,
and listing other related papers and book chapters (published during this work period
and co-authored by the author of this dissertation).
1.1 Background
Embedded systems are computer systems that perform dedicated tasks. These systems
are usually embedded in larger systems or in infrastructures, such as medical devices,
industrial machines, home appliances, vehicles, buildings, and roads; interacting with
people, with the environment, and with other systems. Embedded systems often have
deterministic behavior, real-time constraints, high performance, low power consump-
tion, and are normally constrained by a reduced time-to-market. As synchronous sys-
tems usually assure deterministic behavior and real-time constraints, many embedded
systems are synchronous systems. A discrete system is deterministic if for each state and
specific input values, there is one and only one next state (with the associated output val-
ues). The execution speed of a synchronous system depends on its clock frequency (the
time between one state and the next state is given by the associated clock period). With
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several application areas, high number of requirements, and heterogeneous implemen-
tation platforms, the development of embedded systems (which are often safety-critical
systems) is a challenging task. Safety-critical systems are systems where a malfunction
may not prevent or cause harms to persons, animals, or to the environment, which means
that their proper operation is crucial, requiring suitable specification formalisms and val-
idation approaches.
When a set of embedded systems interact together to perform specific tasks, they be-
come a Distributed Embedded System (DES). However, a single system-on-chip (com-
posed by several components in interaction), can also be understood as a DES [104].
When the components of a DES interact through a network, the system can be named
as networked embedded system. Through this document a DES is understood as a set of
interacting computer-based components, which may be geographically distributed, in a
single platform (with several integrated circuits - ICs), or in a single chip (a system-on-
chip - SoC), performing dedicated tasks.
While some systems are naturally distributed, other can benefit from its distribution
and from its distribution using heterogeneous components (hardware and software com-
ponents). The development of distributed systems (composed by several interacting com-
ponents) greatly benefits from components reuse, reducing the development time and
costs. Additionally, if each component is implemented in the most appropriated platform
with the optimized execution speed, the overall system may have higher performance or
lower power consumption and electromagnetic interference (EMI), than would have the
same system if implemented in a single component. The design of large synchronous
circuits can also benefit from distributed implementations as Globally-Asynchronous
Locally-Synchronous (GALS) circuits [56], which simplifies the clock tree design/dis-
tribution (that ensures the synchronism among all memory elements) and the compo-
nents positioning/placement, allowing higher clock frequencies and reducing the tracks
length. GALS circuits combine the advantages of synchronous circuits (which are usually
easier to specify, synthesize, verify, test, and less sensitive to hazards) with asynchronous
circuits (which have higher performance, less power consumption, and less EMI). The
design methodologies of GALS systems, which are intrinsically distributed systems, are
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pointed in [41] as the future for large SoCs development. The distribution into interact-
ing components is the natural or the best solution for some systems; however, distributed
systems are usually more complex, mainly due to components interaction [81].
Currently, the specification of embedded systems and DESs is mainly supported by
software programming languages and hardware description languages (HDLs), com-
plemented by modeling languages. Several programming languages, such as assembly,
C, C++, Ada, and Java, are used to program software-based components. Hardware-
based components are usually described through Verilog and VHDL languages, and also
through schematics. Modeling languages, such as those included in the UML (Unified
Modeling Language) [83] and extended in MARTE (Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time
and Embedded systems) [100] and SysML (Systems Modeling Language) [85] for embed-
ded systems, are often used to model systems, analyze their behavior, and to improve the
communication among the stakeholders (system analysts, the experts in the system area,
and the development team). Based on the systems models, embedded systems are usu-
ally manually specified (coded) using software programming languages and HDLs. The
manual specification/codification often introduces inconsistencies between the models
and the implementation code (development errors).
Embedded systems and DESs are mainly validated through code simulations and
tests, and are implemented in heterogeneous platforms. Simulations and prototype tests,
simulate and reproduce real working scenarios, verifying the system behavior and find-
ing bugs; however, in complex systems with millions of states, these methods are time
consuming tasks (often getting the largest slice in the development time) and cannot
ensure that the system is free of bugs, because it is not possible to simulate or test all
those states and possible evolutions. Finally, the implementation of these systems in het-
erogeneous platforms (such as dedicated micro-controllers, DSPs (digital signal proces-
sors), general purpose computer platforms, FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays),
or ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated Circuits)) using heterogeneous communica-
tion networks and protocols (such as Ethernet, CAN (Controller Area Network), and
Profibus), requires interdisciplinary teams or the interaction among development teams
of different areas, with all the drawbacks that arises from it.
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Model-based development (MBD) approaches, also know as Model-Driven Devel-
opment (MDD) approaches, which use models to “drive” the development flow, are a
trend to improve systems quality and productivity. MBD approaches, such as [9, 13,
23, 26, 80, 93, 94], are intended to use models not only to raise the level of abstrac-
tion of the specification (providing a better understanding of the system and improv-
ing the communication among the stakeholders), but also to support other development
stages, such as the verification (using model-checking tools) and the implementation (us-
ing semi-automatic or automatic code generators) of the system. MBD approaches have
been widely proposed to develop embedded systems, pointing advantages and propos-
ing new approaches as well as tools, such as the Simulink products from Mathworks
[63], the SCADE solutions from Esterel Technologies [49], and the CPN-AMI [19][43] that
gathers tools from several universities and laboratories. The use of platform-independent
models can support the hardware/software co-design and the implementation in het-
erogeneous platforms, as well as future implementations in new platforms. Automatic
code generators improve productivity, reducing the development time and eliminating
errors from manual codification. Additionally, when the code is automatically generated
from the model, the model documents the real implementation. Verification tools, such as
model-checking tools, support the verification of proprieties, influencing systems qual-
ity, and providing a major contribution in the development of safety-critical systems. The
Object Management Group (OMG) [82] proposed the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA)
[84], which is a MBD approach that considers four abstraction layers: Computation Inde-
pendent Models (CIMs), Platform Independent Models (PIMs), Platform Specific Models
(PSMs), and Code. Using this approach, systems are specified at a high abstraction layer,
using CIMs and PIMs, which are then translated, through model transformations, into
PSMs and code.
MBD approaches are supported by several modeling formalisms (section 2.1), from
which we highlight Petri nets [33, 53, 78, 92, 108] (section 2.2). With a strong mathematical
definition and a well defined execution semantics, Petri net models can be simulated, ver-
ified, and automatically translated into implementation code, using design automation
tools. Petri nets are a graphical and intuitive modeling formalism that naturally specify
concurrent tasks, their synchronization, and conflicts.
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1.2 Motivation and research question
A distributed embedded system composed by a set of synchronous and deterministic
components in interaction, where each component has a specific execution speed (related
or unrelated to other components execution speed), is named through this dissertation as
a Globally-Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous Distributed Embedded System (GALS-
DES) or as a distributed GALS system. A GALS-DES composed by four components is
presented in Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1: A GALS-DES composed by four synchronous components.
Specifying GALS-DESs through unambiguous (low-level or high-level) Petri net mod-
els that document the distributed components behavior, structure, and interaction, and
use these models as inputs in design automation tools to support their simulation, veri-
fication, and implementation, is the focus of this work. An unambiguous model enables
the use of simulation tools, model-checking tools (supporting the verification), and auto-
matic code generators, to produce the components and the communication nodes imple-
mentation code. Additionally, the models should be network- and platform-independent
not only to abstract the communication network and the implementation platforms, but
also to allow the selection of different types of communication networks/protocols (sup-
porting components interaction) and different types of platforms (to implement the com-
munication nodes and the synchronous components), during the implementation phase,
to achieve the desired performance, power consumption, cost, and EMI. A suited Petri
net class should focus the modelers on the synchronous components behavior and struc-
ture, on what triggers their interaction, and on how the target components react to the
received messages, and not on the implementation platforms nor on how components
communicate (the physical communication channel, communication protocol, ...).
Automatic code generator tools, receiving as inputs platform- and network-indepen-
dent models, can produce the implementation code in several languages, supporting the
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components and the communication nodes implementation in heterogeneous platforms,
which may be software or hardware based platforms, such as micro-controllers and FP-
GAs. Heterogeneous communication nodes, for heterogeneous communication networks
with different communication speeds and with different levels of reliability, using safe
or unsafe communication channels, heterogeneous network topologies, such as point-
to-point, bus, and ring, and heterogeneous communication protocols, such as Ethernet,
CAN, and Profibus, can be automatically generated. Additionally, each (synchronous)
component execution frequency can be tuned without modifying the component behav-
ior or the global system behavior, which was previously simulated and verified.
It is important to note that the use of model-checking tools and automatic code gener-
ators make this MBD approach suited to develop safety-critical systems. Model-checking
tools support models verification, allowing to confirm that the models are consistent with
the desired systems behavior. The implementation code, automatically generated from
the models, ensures that the code conforms the validated specification. Because these
models are network- and platform-independent, their simulation and verification pro-
vide conclusions about the systems regardless of their implementation platforms and
communication networks.
Petri nets have been widely proposed and used to specify, analyze, and verify dis-
tributed systems [33, 78, 108]; however, this is not true for distributed systems with
GALS execution semantics (composed by synchronous and deterministic components in
interaction). Among the Petri net classes that support the specification of GALS systems,
we highlight Synchronized Petri nets [66], the Net Condition/Event Systems [91], the
Signal-Net Systems, [102], and the Petri nets with localities [54]; however, these low-level
classes do not ensure that the created models are distributable, network-independent,
and platform-independent GALS models, nor provide information required to unam-
biguously identify the components and their interaction, as described in section 2.12.
With this background and motivation, the following research question arises:
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Is it possible to model GALS-DESs through specific Petri net classes, ensuring that the
created models: (1) are GALS, locally deterministic, distributable, network-independent, and
platform-independent; (2) unambiguously model each component and the components inter-
action; and (3) support the simulation, verification, and implementation through design au-
tomation tools? If possible, which characteristics should have those Petri net classes?
1.3 Thesis statement
During this work it was verified that using (low-level or high-level) Petri net classes,
it is possible to support the GALS-DESs documentation, simulation (using simulation
tools), verification (using model-checking tools), and implementation (using automatic
code generators) in heterogeneous platforms with heterogeneous communication net-
works. The following thesis is defended in this dissertation:
Petri net classes that have input and output events, priorities, and bounds, and that ad-
ditionally are extended with time-domains and asynchronous-channels, support the speci-
fication of GALS-DESs, ensuring that the created Petri net models are GALS, locally deter-
ministic, distributable, network-independent, and platform-independent, and unambiguously
specify each component (the structure and the behavior) and their interaction, enabling the
simulation, verification, and implementation of components and heterogeneous communica-
tion nodes, in heterogeneous platforms, amenable to be supported by design automation tools
(simulation, model-checking, and automatic code generation tools).
Input and output events specify the interaction between the distributed controllers
and the environment, and between the distributed controllers and the communication
nodes. In high-level Petri net classes, events can have associated data variables (speci-
fying the exchange of data between the controllers and the communication nodes, but
can also be between the controllers and the environment). Priorities associated to transi-
tions are used both in low-level and high-level Petri nets to solve conflicts, whereas to-
kens’ priorities avoid behavioral ambiguities in high-level Petri nets. Time-domains are
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proposed to make Petri nets totally synchronized, having single-server semantics, and
ensuring that the models are GALS and distributable, and unambiguously specify each
component structure. Priorities and time-domains ensure locally deterministic models.
The proposed asynchronous-channels ensure that the models are network-independent
and unambiguously specify the components interaction. Bounded Petri nets in addition
with the mentioned characteristics (that avoid models ambiguities) enable the automatic
generation of the synchronous components and the communication nodes implementa-
tion code. Given that, Petri net models with these characteristics have well defined exe-
cution semantics, they can be verified using model-checking tools and decomposed into
implementable sub-models.
1.4 Dissertation structure and contributions
1.4.1 Structure, main contributions and associated publications
The structure of the document is presented in this subsection, where the papers co-
authored by the author of this dissertation that (directly or indirectly) contributed to
this document chapters/sections, are listed. The document has five chapters, the intro-
duction, the literature review, the contribution, the validation, and the conclusions and
future work.
Chapter 1 - Introduction - Presents the background, the motivation, the research
question, and the thesis; after that presents the document structure, and states the contri-
butions and the associated publications.
Chapter 2 - Literature review - Presents an overview of modeling formalisms that
support the model-based development of embedded systems; states why Petri nets were
selected in this work to support the development of distributed embedded systems;
briefly presents low-level Petri nets, high-level Petri nets, and Petri nets meta-models;
presents non-autonomous Petri net classes (with inputs and outputs and synchronized);
briefly describes the single-server semantics and the infinite-server semantics; explains
what are Petri net conflicts, high-level Petri net ambiguities, and bounded Petri nets;
briefly presents a Petri net class that supports the development of synchronous embed-
ded systems; describes how GALS systems can be specified using Petri nets; and finally
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presents a survey about communication channels for Petri nets.
Chapter 3 - Contribution - Presents this work contributions as described below.
Section 3.1 - Model-based development approach - Presents the proposed model-
based development approach for GALS distributed embedded systems. This approach
improves the approach proposed in [70]:
• Filipe Moutinho and Luis Gomes. Distributed embedded systems design using
Petri nets. In Field Programmable Logic and Applications (FPL), 2013 23rd Inter-
national Conference on, pages 1–2, 2013.
Section 3.2 - Petri nets with input and output events - Extends low-level and high-
level Petri nets with input and output events, to support the specification of the interac-
tion between the controllers and the environment and between the controllers and the
communication nodes.
Section 3.3 - Petri nets with priorities and queues - Assigns priorities to Petri net
transitions and additionally, in high-level Petri nets, makes each Petri net place a priority
queue (setting tokens’ priorities), solving conflicts and avoiding ambiguities.
Section 3.4 - The time-domain concept - Presents the time-domain concept, which
was proposed to equip Petri nets with GALS execution semantics. This concept was in-
troduced in [67, 72, 73]:
• Filipe Moutinho and Luís Gomes. Asynchronous-channels within Petri net based
GALS distributed embedded systems modeling. In IEEE Transactions Industrial
Informatics, 2014. ISSN: 1551-3203. DOI: 10.1109/TII.2014.2341933.
• Filipe Moutinho and Luis Gomes. Asynchronous-Channels and Time-Domains Ex-
tending Petri Nets for GALS Systems. In Luis Camarinha-Matos, Ehsan Shahamat-
nia, and Gonçalo Nunes, editors, Technological Innovation for Value Creation, vol-
ume 372 of IFIP Advances in Information and Communication Technology, pages
143–150. Springer Boston, 2012.
• Filipe Moutinho and Luis Gomes. State space generation algorithm for GALS sys-
tems modeled by IOPT Petri nets. In IECON 2011 - 37th Annual Conference on IEEE
Industrial Electronics Society, pages 2839–2844, 2011.
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Section 3.5 - Asynchronous-channels - Presents the proposed asynchronous-channels
for Petri nets. These channels were proposed in [72] and improve the channels proposed
in [67, 69, 71, 73]:
• Filipe Moutinho and Luís Gomes. Asynchronous-channels within Petri net based
GALS distributed embedded systems modeling. In IEEE Transactions Industrial
Informatics, 2014. ISSN: 1551-3203. DOI: 10.1109/TII.2014.2341933.
• Filipe Moutinho and Luis Gomes. Asynchronous-Channels and Time-Domains Ex-
tending Petri Nets for GALS Systems. In Luis Camarinha-Matos, Ehsan Shahamat-
nia, and Gonçalo Nunes, editors, Technological Innovation for Value Creation, vol-
ume 372 of IFIP Advances in Information and Communication Technology, pages
143–150. Springer Boston, 2012.
• Filipe Moutinho and Luis Gomes. State space generation algorithm for GALS sys-
tems modeled by IOPT Petri nets. In IECON 2011 - 37th Annual Conference on IEEE
Industrial Electronics Society, pages 2839–2844, 2011.
• Filipe Moutinho and Luís Gomes. Towards distributed execution of Petri net con-
flicts through model transformation. In Industrial Technology (ICIT), 2013 IEEE In-
ternational Conference on, February 2013.
• Filipe Moutinho and Luís Gomes. Augmenting high-level Petri nets to support
GALS distributed embedded systems specification. In Camarinha-Matos, editor,
Technological Innovation for the Internet of Things, volume 394 of IFIP Advances
in Information and Communication Technology. Springer Boston, 2013.
Section 3.6 - Properties verification - Presents a translation algorithm and a state-
space generation algorithm to support the state-space generation, which allows propri-
eties verification. The translation algorithm was proposed in [72], whereas the state-space
generation algorithm was proposed in [67] and implemented as reported in [68]:
• Filipe Moutinho and Luís Gomes. Asynchronous-channels within Petri net based
GALS distributed embedded systems modeling. In IEEE Transactions Industrial
Informatics, 2014. ISSN: 1551-3203. DOI: 10.1109/TII.2014.2341933.
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• Filipe Moutinho and Luis Gomes. State space generation algorithm for GALS sys-
tems modeled by IOPT Petri nets. In IECON 2011 - 37th Annual Conference on IEEE
Industrial Electronics Society, pages 2839–2844, 2011.
• Filipe Moutinho and Luis Gomes. State space generation for Petri nets-based GALS
systems. In Industrial Technology (ICIT), 2012 IEEE International Conference on,
pages 620–625, 2012.
Section 3.7 - Decomposition into implementable sub-models - Presents a decompo-
sition algorithm, which decomposes the Petri net model of a GALS system into a set of
sub-models to be used as inputs in automatic code generators that generate the compo-
nents implementation code. The decomposition algorithm was proposed in [72]:
• Filipe Moutinho and Luís Gomes. Asynchronous-channels within Petri net based
GALS distributed embedded systems modeling. In IEEE Transactions Industrial
Informatics, 2014. ISSN: 1551-3203. DOI: 10.1109/TII.2014.2341933.
In this section, the association of data with input and output events is also proposed.
The decomposition algorithm introduces input and output events (with or without as-
sociated data) in the sub-models to specify the interaction between the components and
the communication nodes. Events with associated data were proposed in [69], but with a
different name:
• Filipe Moutinho and Luís Gomes. Augmenting high-level Petri nets to support
GALS distributed embedded systems specification. In Camarinha-Matos, editor,
Technological Innovation for the Internet of Things, volume 394 of IFIP Advances
in Information and Communication Technology. Springer Boston, 2013.
Section 3.8 - Implementing asynchronous-channels - Presents a set of equations to
scale the memory resources required to implement the proposed asynchronous-channels
through asynchronous wrappers or network communication nodes. The presented equa-
tions were proposed in [74, 75, 76, 77]:
• Filipe Moutinho, José Pimenta, and Luis Gomes. Dimensionamento da infraestru-
tura de comunicação em sistemas GALS especificados através de redes de Petri. In
REC’2012 - VIII Jornadas sobre Sistemas Reconfiguráveis, Fevereiro 2012.
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• Filipe Moutinho, Luis Gomes, Anikó Costa, and José Pimenta. Asynchronous wrap-
pers configuration within GALS systems specified by Petri nets. In Industrial Elec-
tronics (ISIE), 2012 IEEE International Symposium on, pages 1357–1362, May 2012.
• Filipe Moutinho, José Pimenta, and Luis Gomes. Dimensionamento de buffers para
redes ponto a ponto de sistemas GALS especificados através de redes de Petri. In
REC’2013 - IX Jornadas sobre Sistemas Reconfiguráveis, Fevereiro 2013.
• Filipe Moutinho, José Pimenta, and Luis Gomes. Configuring communication nodes
for networked embedded systems specified by Petri nets. In Industrial Electronics
(ISIE), 2013 IEEE International Symposium on, May 2013.
Section 3.9 - Meta-models of the proposed extensions - Presents the meta-models of
the proposed concepts for low-level Petri nets and for high-level Petri nets.
Chapter 4 - Validation - Presents the development of three application examples us-
ing the proposed model-based development approach, which is supported by bounded
Petri nets extended with input and output events (with associated data in high-level
models), priorities, queues (only in the high-level models), time-domains, and asynchro-
nous-channels, and using the tool chain framework that was extended during this work.
Finally, this chapter presents a discussion section.
Chapter 5 - Conclusions and future work - Presents this work conclusions and future
work.
1.4.2 Related publications
Related publications co-authored by this dissertation author, which were not stated in the
previous subsection, are listed in this subsection. These publications can be divided into
two groups: the first group lists publications related to the development of the tool chain
framework (publicly available at http://gres.uninova.pt) that was then extended with
time-domains, asynchronous-channels, and with the algorithms proposed in this disser-
tation; the second group states publications where this work proposals were integrated.
The first group includes the following publications:
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• Edgar M. Silva, Rogério Campos-Rebelo, Takahiro Hirashima, Filipe Moutinho, Pe-
dro Maló, Anikó Costa, Luís Gomes. Communication Support for Petri nets based
Distributed Controllers. In ISIE’2014 - 23rd IEEE International Symposium of In-
dustrial Electronics. June 01-04 2014, Istanbul, Turkey
• Rogério Campos-Rebelo, Edgar M. Silva, Filipe Moutinho, Pedro Maló, Anikó Costa,
Luís Gomes. Suporte de Comunicação para Controladores Distribuídos Modelados
com Redes de Petri. REC’2014 - X Jornadas sobre Sistemas Reconfiguráveis. 13 de
Abril de 2014, Vilamoura, Algarve, Portugal
• Luís Gomes, Filipe Moutinho, and Fernando Pereira. IOPT-tools - A Web based tool
framework for embedded systems controller development using Petri nets. In Field
Programmable Logic and Applications (FPL), 2013 23th International Conference
on ; September 2-4 2013, Porto, Portugal
• Fernando Pereira, Filipe Moutinho, José Ribeiro, and Luís Gomes. Web Based IOPT
Petri Net Editor with an Extensible Plug-in Architecture to Support Generic Net
Operations. In IECON’2012 - 38th Annual Conference of the IEEE Industrial Elec-
tronics Society; October 25-28, 2012, Montreal, Canada
• Fernando Pereira, Filipe Moutinho, and Luís Gomes. Model-checking framework
for Embedded Systems Controllers Development using IOPT Petri nets. In ISIE’2012
- 21st IEEE International Symposium of Industrial Electronics; May 28-31 2012,
Hangzhou, China
• Fernando Pereira, Filipe Moutinho, and Luís Gomes. A state-space based model-
checking framework for embedded system controllers specified using IOPT Petri
Nets. In DoCEIS’2012 - 3rd Doctoral Conference on Computing, Electrical and In-
dustrial Systems - Technological Innovation for Value Creation; IFIP AICT 372,
Springer; February 27-29 2012, Costa da Caparica, Portugal
• José Ribeiro, Filipe Moutinho, Fernando Pereira, João Paulo Barros, and Luís Gomes.
An Ecore based Petri net Type Definition for PNML IOPT Models. In INDIN’2011
- 9th IEEE International Conference on Industrial Informatics; 26-29 July 2011, Ca-
parica, Lisbon, Portugal
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• Fernando Pereira, Filipe Moutinho, Luís Gomes, and Rogério Campos-Rebelo. An
IOPT-net State-Space Generator Tool. In INDIN’2011 - 9th IEEE International Con-
ference on Industrial Informatics; 26-29 July 2011, Caparica, Lisbon, Portugal
• Fernando Pereira, Filipe Moutinho, Luís Gomes, and Rogério Campos-Rebelo. IOPT
Petri Net State Space Generation Algorithm with Maximal-Step Execution Seman-
tics. In INDIN’2011 - 9th IEEE International Conference on Industrial Informatics;
26-29 July 2011, Caparica, Lisbon, Portugal
• Rogério Campos-Rebelo; Fernando Pereira, Filipe Moutinho, and Luís Gomes. From
IOPT Petri nets to C: an Automatic Code Generator Tool. In INDIN’2011 - 9th IEEE
International Conference on Industrial Informatics; 26-29 July 2011, Caparica, Lis-
bon, Portugal
• Filipe Moutinho, Fernando Pereira, and Luís Gomes. Automatic generation of graph-
ical user interfaces for VHDL based controllers. In ISIE’2011 - 20th IEEE Interna-
tional Symposium of Industrial Electronics; June 27-30 2011, Gdansk, Poland
• Filipe Moutinho, Luís Gomes, Paulo Barbosa, João Paulo Barros, Franklin Ramalho,
Jorge Figueiredo, Anikó Costa, and André Monteiro. Petri net based Specification
and Verification of Globally-Asynchronous-Locally-Synchronous System. In Do-
CEIS’2011 - 2nd Doctoral Conference on Computing, Electrical and Industrial Sys-
tems - Technological Innovation for Sustainability; IFIP AICT 349, Springer, pp 237-
245; February 21-23 2011, Costa da Caparica, Portugal
• Fernando Pereira, Luís Gomes, and Filipe Moutinho. Automatic generation of run-
time monitoring capabilities to Petri nets based Controllers with Graphical User In-
terfaces. In DoCEIS’2011 - 2nd Doctoral Conference on Computing, Electrical and
Industrial Systems - Technological Innovation for Sustainability; IFIP AICT 349,
Springer, pp 246-255; February 21-23 2011, Costa da Caparica, Portugal
• Paulo Barbosa, João Paulo Barros, Franklin Ramalho, Luís Gomes, Jorge Figueiredo,
Filipe Moutinho, Anikó Costa, André Aranha. SysVeritas: A Framework for Veri-
fying IOPT Nets and Execution Semantics within Embedded Systems Design. In
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DoCEIS’2011 - 2nd Doctoral Conference on Computing, Electrical and Industrial
Systems - Technological Innovation for Sustainability; IFIP AICT 349, Springer, pp
256-265; February 21-23 2011, Costa da Caparica, Portugal
• Filipe Moutinho, Luís Gomes, Franklin Ramalho, Jorge Figueiredo, João Paulo Bar-
ros, Paulo Barbosa, Rui Pais, and Anikó Costa. Ecore Representation for Extending
PNML for Input-Output Place-Transition Nets. In IECON’2010 - 36th Annual Con-
ference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society; 2010, Phoeniz, AZ, USA
The second group includes two conference papers and two book chapters:
• Luís Gomes, Filipe Moutinho, Fernando Pereira, José Ribeiro, Anikó Costa, João
Paulo Barros. Extending Input-Output Place-Transition Petri nets for Distributed
Controller Systems development. In ICMC’2014 International Conference on Mecha-
tronics and Control. July 03-05 2014, Jinzhou, China
• Fernando Pereira, Filipe Moutinho, Luís Gomes. IOPT-Tools - Towards cloud de-
sign automation of digital controllers with Petri nets. In ICMC’2014 International
Conference on Mechatronics and Control. July 03-05 2014, Jinzhou, China
• Anikó Costa, Paulo E. Barbosa, Filipe Moutinho, Fernando Pereira, Franklin Ra-
malho, Jorge Figueiredo, João Paulo Barros, and Luís Gomes. MDA-Based Method-
ology for Verifying Distributed Execution of Embedded Systems Models. In Z. Li,
& A. Al-Ahmari (Eds.) Formal Methods in Manufacturing Systems: Recent Ad-
vances (pp. 112-135). Hershey, PA: Engineering Science Reference. IGI Global, 2013.
doi:10.4018/978-1-4666-4034-4.ch006
• Luís Gomes, Anikó Costa, João Paulo Barros, Filipe Moutinho, and Fernando Pereira.
Merging and Splitting Petri Net Models within Distributed Embedded Controller
Design. In M. Khalgui, O. Mosbahi, & A. Valentini (Eds.) Embedded Computing
Systems: Applications, Optimization, and Advanced Design (pp. 160-183). Hershey,
PA: Information Science Reference. IGI Global, 2013. doi:10.4018/978-1-4666-3922-
5.ch009
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review is presented in this chapter, which after an overview of different
modeling formalisms, focuses on Petri net based formalisms. It is explained why Petri
nets were selected in this work to support the model-based development of distributed
embedded systems. Low-level Petri nets, high-level Petri nets, and their meta-models
are briefly presented. Non-autonomous and bounded Petri nets are introduced. It is de-
scribed what are Petri net conflicts and ambiguities (in high-level classes), and ways to
solve or avoid them. A Petri net class that supports embedded systems development
and some Petri net classes that support the specification of GALS systems are presented.
Finally a survey about communication channels for Petri nets is presented.
2.1 Modeling formalisms
An overview of modeling formalisms that support the model-based development (MBD)
of computer-based systems is presented in this section. Finite state machines, StateCharts,
Unified Modeling Language, system level languages, synchronous languages, and Petri
nets can support one or more development stages, such as the documentation, the speci-
fication, the simulation, the verification, and the implementation of systems.
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Finite state machines (FSM) and StateCharts [46] are modeling formalisms suitable to
be used in MBD approaches for reactive systems [46]. These modeling formalisms, which
are suited to specify systems behavior, can be verified using model-checking tools [8,
107] and (manually or automatically) translated into software programming languages
or HDLs [64]. StateCharts are FSMs extended with hierarchy, concurrency and commu-
nication notions (which are referred in Statecharts terminology as depth, orthogonality
and global communication). Compared with FSMs, StateCharts allow the specification of
more complex systems using a more compact representation. The Specification and De-
scription Language (SDL) [95] is a general purpose modeling language used for systems
engineering, where the systems behavior is specified through communicating Extended
State Machines, which are structured by communicating processes.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [83], the Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time
and Embedded Systems (MARTE) [100], and the Systems Modeling Language (SysML)
[85], support the specification, the documentation, the analysis, and the model-driven
development of software systems, but also of hardware systems. The UML has thirteen
modeling formalisms, which can be divided in two groups (structure diagrams and be-
havior diagrams). Among them we highlight two behavior diagrams: the State Machine
diagrams and the Activity diagrams. State Machine diagrams are similar to StateCharts
[46] (although with a slightly different semantics) and describe the system states and state
transitions. Activity diagrams, with similarities to Petri Nets, describe systems workflows
(activity flows). The MARTE is an UML profile for real time and embedded systems de-
velopment. The SysML extends a subset of UML diagrams and adds two types of dia-
grams for systems engineering, supporting hardware and software development.
System-level languages are used in MBD approaches for embedded systems devel-
opment and in their hardware/software co-design. SystemC [50] and SpecC [30] are two
system-level and textual languages that allow the specification of software and hardware
components [7] at a higher abstraction level when compared to software programming
languages or HDLs, and include the notion of time. SystemJ [62] and DSystemJ [61] are
two system level languages for GALS systems development.
Synchronous languages support the MBD of real-time embedded systems and safety-
critical systems. Synchronous languages, such as Esterel [11], Lustre [42], and Signal [58],
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which have formal semantics and a solid mathematical foundation, support the use of
formal methods to develop real-time embedded systems [6]. These synchronous lan-
guages, which have been used by the industry, are suited to model, specify, validate,
and implement safety-critical embedded systems [6]. Esterel [11] is a textual and imper-
ative language that can be graphical represented through SyncCharts [2] or Safe State
Machines [3] (the commercial version of SyncCharts), which are notations similar to Stat-
eCharts. Lustre [42] and Signal [58] are declarative and dataflow languages that can have
textual and graphical representations. GRAFCET, which is a Petri net inspired formalism
targeted for PLC (programmable logical controller) usage, can be seen as a synchronous
language [1].
Synchronous languages, extended or combined with other languages can be used to
develop GALS systems (Esterel, Lustre, and Signal languages, have been proposed for
distributed systems development [31]). The Esterel v7 [99] supports multi-clock designs
and GALS systems design. Using a mixture of synchronous descriptions in Signal lan-
guage [58] and asynchronous descriptions in Promela language [48] GALS systems can
be specified and verified [24]. The synchronous multi-clock model of the Signal language
was used in [31] to design distributed embedded systems that are GALS systems, where
the proposed approach supports the specification, the validation, and the automatic code
generation. A tool-set for design and verification of GALS systems was presented in [90],
where Communicating Reactive State Machines (CRSM) were used to specify GALS sys-
tems, which were then translated into Promela language [48] and used as input in the
SPIN model checker [48] to verify GALS systems proprieties. Another approach to model
and verify GALS systems was proposed in [32], where synchronous languages are com-
bined with process calculi.
Petri nets [78, 92] are a graphical modeling formalism, with algebraic representation,
that support the MBD of computer-based systems [33, 108]. This modeling formalism
supports systems specification through models that provide the explicit visualization
of concurrency, conflicts, resource sharing, mutual exclusion, and synchronization [33].
With precise semantics and mathematical representation, Petri nets support the simu-
lation, the verification, and the implementation of systems, using design automation
tools. Low-level Petri net classes are suited to specify systems with emphasis on control,
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whereas high-level Petri nets (such as [53]) are suited to specify systems with emphasis
both on control and data processing. Like the other formalisms listed in this section, Petri
nets are platform independent supporting the development of heterogeneous systems.
Petri nets can also rely on structuring mechanisms to manage models complexity [36].
2.2 Why Petri nets?
Petri nets were selected in this work to support the model-based development of GALS
distributed embedded systems. As other modeling formalisms, Petri nets are graphical,
platform independent, and formal (have well defined execution semantics and mathe-
matical definition), rely on hierarchical structuring mechanisms, and support the docu-
mentation, the simulation (using simulation tools), the verification (using model-check-
ing tools), and the implementation (using automatic code generators) of embedded sys-
tems. We highlight Petri nets due to their natural way of specifying concurrency, conflicts,
and synchronization [33] (as illustrated in Figure 2.1), which are usual properties of dis-
tributed embedded systems. Additionally, unlike other modeling formalisms, Petri net
models enable the simultaneously specification of the systems behavior and structure.
Another advantage of Petri nets for GALS systems is its natural representation of locality
[79] (transitions are only affected by the places and only affect the places to which they
are linked [101]). Figure 2.1 presents a Petri net model where: (1) transitions T1 and T7
are in conflict, competing for place P1 tokens; (2) the process with the nodes {T1, P2, T2,
P3, T3, P4, T4, P6, T5, P7, T6, P8} and the process with the nodes {T7, P9, T8, P10, T9, P11,
T10} are two concurrent processes; (3) the subprocess with nodes {P2, T2, P3, T3, P4} and
the subprocess with nodes {P6, T5, P7, T6, P8} are also concurrent processes; (4) T4 is a
synchronization transition (synchronizing two processes); and (5) T11 allows the model
to return to its initial state. Finally, it is important to note that, the possibility to use low-
level and high-level Petri net classes, make them suitable to development systems with
emphasis on control and on data processing.
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Figure 2.1: A Petri net model with conflicts, concurrent processes, and a synchronization
transition.
2.3 Low-level Petri nets
A Petri net (PN) is a directed and weighted bipartite graph with two types of nodes
(places and transitions) connected through arcs, and with an initial marking [78], such
that
PN = (P, T, F, W, M0) (2.1)
where:
• P = (p1, p2, ..., pm) is a finite set of places;
• T = (t1, t2, ..., tm) is a finite set of transitions;
• F ⊆ (P× T) ∪ (T × P) is a set of arcs (also known as flow relation);
• W : F →N is a weight function, where N = {1, 2, 3, ...};
• M0 : P → N0 is the initial marking function, where N0 = {0, 1, 2, ...} (the net
marking is given by the number of tokens in each place).
In the graphical representation, places are represented by circles, transitions are repre-
sented by bars or squares, tokens are represented by dots or non negative integers inside
places, and arcs weight are represented by positive integers near the associated arcs (the
arc weight is usually omitted when it is equal to one).
When a transition fires, the number of tokens in one or more places may change. A
transition (t) can fire if it is enabled, and it is enabled if the marking of each input place
(p ∈ •t where •t = {p | (p, t) ∈ F}) is bigger or equal than the weight of the associated
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arc (M(p) ≥ w(p, t)). When a transition fires, the number of tokens in each input place
(p ∈ •t) decreases, such that Mi+1(p) = Mi(p) − w(p, t); and the number of tokens in
each output place (op ∈ t•where t• = {op | (t, op) ∈ F}) increases, such that Mi+1(op) =
Mi(op) + w(t, op). Figure 2.1 presents a low-level Petri net model with an initial marking
where the place P1 has two tokens (M0(P1) = 2) and the other places have zero tokens.
The presented model has two arcs with the annotation "2", the arc that connects transition
T7 to place P9 (w(T7, p9) = 2, specifying that when T7 fires, two tokens are created in
P9), and the arc that connects place P11 to transition T10 (w(P11, T10) = 2, specifying
that T7 is enabled if P11 has two or more tokens; if T7 fires, two tokens are destroyed
from P11).
2.4 High-level Petri nets
The international standard ISO/IEC 15909-1 [51] defines the semantic model and the
graphical form of high-level Petri nets, and the ISO/IEC 15909-2 [52] defines its transfer
format. In [51], a high-level Petri net (HLPN) is given by:
HLPN = (P, T, F, Sig, V, H, Type, AN, M0) (2.2)
where:
• P is a finite set of places;
• T a finite set of transitions;
• F ⊆ (P× T) ∪ (T × P) is a set of arcs;
• Sig = (S, O) is a Boolean signature, where S is a set of sorts and O is a set of
operators;
• V is a set of sorted variables;
• H = (SH, OH) is a many-sorted algebra for the signature Sig (H provides an inter-
pretation for Sig);
• Type : P→ SH is a function associating types to places (defining the type of tokens
that can be in those places);
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• AN = (A, TC) is a pair of annotation functions, where A : F → TERM(O ∪V) is a
function associating a term (an expression) to each arc, whereas
TC : T → TERM(O ∪ V)Bool is a function associating Boolean expressions to tran-
sitions;
• M0 is the initial making function associating a collection of tokens (data items) to
each place.
Such as in low-level Petri nets, enabled transitions can fire, destroying tokens from the
input places and creating tokens in the output places. In high-level Petri nets, one transi-
tion is enabled if its Boolean expression is true and the marking of the input places meets
the requirements imposed by the associated arc annotations [51]. Figure 2.2 presents a
high-level Petri net model fragment with: (1) three places of type INT; (2) place P1 with
an initial marking with six tokens (two tokens with the value "1", two tokens with the
value "2", and two tokens with the value "3"); (3) place P2 with an initial marking with
two tokens (one token with the value "2" and one token with the value "4"); (4) one tran-
sition with a Boolean expression (x > y); (5) three arcs with associated annotations; and
(6) a set of declarations: the type "INT" and the variables "x" and "y". The transition T1 is
enabled if and only if the value "3" is assigned to variable "x" and the value "2" is assigned
to variable "y". If transition T1 fires, one token with the value "3" is destroyed from place
P1, the token with the value "2" is destroyed from place P2, and one token with the value
"5" is created in place P3. After transition T1 firing, it becomes disabled, because there are
no more available tokens that make the Boolean expression (x > y) true.
Figure 2.2: A high-level Petri net model fragment.
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It is important to note that high-level Petri net models can be unfolded into low-level
Petri net models, usually resulting in much larger Petri net models.
2.5 Petri net meta-models
The international standard ISO/IEC 15909-2 [52], which presents the transfer format
for Petri nets (the Petri Net Markup Language - PNML), defines Petri nets using meta-
models. This standard defines the meta-models for Place/Transition nets (PT-nets) that is
a low-level Petri net class, and for high-level Petri nets. Meta-models, which are models
that defines other models or languages, are specified is the standard through UML class
diagrams, complemented by constraints expressed by the Object Constraint Language
(OCL). This section presents the main concepts of the Petri net meta-models, without
presenting the PNML concrete syntax, which is presented in [52].
The PNML Core Model presented in Figure 2.3, is the meta-model that defines the
basic concepts and the structure for all Petri net classes (low-level and high-level classes).
The main concepts defined in the Figure 2.3 meta-model are listed here:
• a Petri net document has one or more Petri nets;
• each Petri net has one or more pages (pages are a structuring mechanism used to
split Petri net models into a set of smaller sub-models, improving their readability);
• each Petri net page can have several objects;
• an object is a page, a node, or an arc;
• a node is a place, a reference place, a transition, or a reference transition;
• reference places and reference transitions support the connection of nodes from
different pages;
• each arc connects a source node to a target node;
• the source node and the target node must be in the same page (specified by the
OCL).
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Figure 2.3: The PNML core model (figure adapted from [52]).
The meta-model of PT-nets (the Petri net model presented in Figure 2.1 is a PT-net)
extends the PNML Core Model with additional concepts, as presented in Figure 2.4. The
PT-net meta-model results from the merge of the PT-net package with the PNML Core
Model, as presented in Figure 2.4. In a PT-net:
• each place can have initial marking (a non-negative natural number of tokens);
• each arc can have an annotation (a non-zero natural number), specifying the num-
ber of tokens that will be destroyed from or created in the associated place;
• each arc connects a place to a transition, or a transition to a place (never connects
places to places or transitions to transitions).
The international standard ISO/IEC 15909-2 [52] defines the high-level Petri net meta-
model as an extension of the PNML core model. The High-Level Core Structure package,
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Figure 2.4: The PT-net meta-model (figure adapted from [52]).
presented in Figure 2.5, introduces annotations to places, transitions, arcs, Petri nets, and
pages, such that:
• each place can have an associated type (specifying the type of tokens on it);
• each place can have an initial marking (with a collection of tokens);
• each transition can have a condition (a Boolean expression that when false disables
the transition firing);
• each arc can have an annotation (an expression defining which tokens are destroyed
from places or created in places);
• Petri nets and pages can have declarations (sorts, variables, and operators can be
declared, as presented in [52]).
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Figure 2.5: The high-level core structure meta-model (figure adapted from [52]).
2.6 Non-autonomous Petri nets
Petri net classes can be classified as autonomous or non-autonomous. A Petri net is
autonomous if its execution is not influenced by the environment [97], otherwise it is
non-autonomous. Autonomous Petri net classes have non-deterministic execution se-
mantics, being appropriate to specify distributed systems, but unsuited to specify sys-
tems with deterministic behavior (as normally required for controller modeling). In non-
autonomous classes the notion of time is present, namely the net evolution is time depen-
dent and/or the transitions are synchronized with external input events (coming from the
environment) [21]. Several timed Petri net classes, such as the Timed Petri nets [89] and
the Stochastic Petri Nets [4], are non-autonomous Petri nets, but do not allow the spec-
ification of the interaction between the controller and the environment, making them
unsuitable to specify and develop controllers.
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2.6.1 Petri nets with external inputs and outputs
Several non-autonomous Petri net classes rely on external inputs and outputs, being
suited to specify not only the controller behavior, but also the interaction of the con-
troller with the environment. External input events and signals (that come from the en-
vironment) can be used to trigger or constrain the net evolution (the transition firing)
and external output events and signals can be used to control the environment. Some of
those classes are the Signal Interpreted Petri Nets [65], the Net Condition/Event Systems
(NCES) [91][45], the Signal Net Systems (SNS) [102][98], and the Input-Output Place-
Transition (IOPT) nets [38].
Figure 2.6 presents an IOPT-net model, which is a Petri model with external inputs
and outputs. The presented model has two places (P1 and P2), two transitions (T1 and
T2), one input signal (IS), one input event (IE), one output event (OE), and one output
signal (OS). Transition T1 can fire if place P1 is marked and the input event IE occurs. If
transition T1 fires, place P1 is unmarked, place P2 is marked, and the output signal OS
becomes equal to "1". Transition T2 can fire when place P2 is marked and transition T2
guard is true (IS is equal to "0"). If transition T2 fires, the output event OE is generated,
place P2 is unmarked, place P1 is marked, and the output signal OS returns to "0".
Figure 2.6: An IOPT-net model.
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2.6.2 Synchronized Petri nets
Synchronized Petri nets [66][21] are non-autonomous Petri nets suited to specify syn-
chronous and deterministic controllers. In synchronized Petri nets: each transition is syn-
chronized with an event; the same event can be associated with several transitions; and
when an event occurs, all the associated transitions that are enabled, fire simultaneously
at that instant.
Totally synchronized Petri nets [66][21] are synchronized Petri nets where each tran-
sition is synchronized with an external event. In totally synchronized Petri nets, no tran-
sition is synchronized with the element e (the always occurring event).
There are Petri net classes that extended the synchronized Petri nets (such as the Syn-
chronous Petri nets [47]) and there are Petri net classes with similar execution seman-
tics, such as the Place/Transition-nets with Localities (PTL-nets) [54] and the IOPT-nets
[38], supporting the specification of synchronous components. PTL-nets use the notion
of locality associated to transitions. In PTL-nets all transitions with the same locality are
synchronized. PTL-nets can be seen as totally synchronized Petri nets. In IOPT-nets all
transitions are synchronized with a single external event, which is implicit. IOPT-nets
can be seen as totally synchronized Petri nets where all transitions are synchronized by
the same external event.
2.7 Single- or infinite-server semantics
The synchronized Petri nets proposed in [66] have single-server semantics, whereas the
synchronized Petri nets defined in [21] have infinite-server semantics. In synchronized
Petri nets with single-server semantics, when a synchronizer event occurs, each associ-
ated transition cannot fire more than once at that instant, whereas in synchronized Petri
nets with infinite-server semantics, when the synchronizer event of a transition occurs,
that transition can fire in that instant as many times as possible, until disabled.
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2.8 Petri net conflicts
Priorities are used in several Petri net classes [66][21][38] to solve conflicts. When two or
more transitions have the same input place(s), they are in a structural conflict [20] (com-
peting by the tokens of that place(s)). Two transitions in a structural conflict are in an
effective conflict, if and only if the place(s) marking is sufficient to enable each transition
individually, but is insufficient to allow the simultaneously firing of both transitions [22].
Two transitions in a structural conflict must have associated priorities (one transition has
higher priority than the other), ensuring that whenever they are in an effective conflict,
just the transition with higher priority fires. Given that, the simultaneously firing of sev-
eral transitions is allowed in synchronized Petri nets, these Petri net classes usually use
priorities to solve conflicts, ensuring unambiguous models with deterministic behavior.
2.9 High-level Petri net execution ambiguities
Associating priorities to transitions (solving conflicts) avoids ambiguities in low-level
Petri nets (such as in [66][21][38]), however they are not sufficient to ensure that high-
level Petri nets stay free of ambiguities, as presented in Figure 2.7. The high-level Petri
net model presented in the figure may have or may not have ambiguities, depending on
its execution semantics. If it is considered a semantics that when the transition fires, one
token of each value is consumed, then there is no ambiguity; however, if it is considered
a semantics that when the transition fires just one token is destroyed, then there is an
ambiguity (which token should be destroyed?). To avoid ambiguities in high-level Petri
nets, several rules can be considered, as presented in [40]. For instance, the order (FIFO,
LIFO, ...), the age, or the priority of the tokens, can be used to decide which tokens en-
able the transitions and are destroyed when the transition fires. Other rules, such as the
bigger/lower value or the ascending/descending alphabetic order can be used to set the
priority of the tokens. For example, in the model from Figure 2.7, the token with lower
value could have higher priority in transition T1, being the one to be destroyed.
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Figure 2.7: A high-level Petri net model, which depending its semantics can have ambi-
guities.
2.10 Bounded Petri nets
To be implemented, Petri nets must be bounded. A Petri net model is bounded if the
number of tokens in each place is never bigger than a finite number (∀p∈P(M(p) ≤ k),
where P is a finite set of places, M is the marking function, and k is a finite number) [78].
Each place is implemented as a memory resource, which can be for instance a register
(in hardware implementations) or a variable (in software implementations). To imple-
ment this memory resource it is required to know its size, which is equal or bigger than
the place bound. Additionally, Petri net models with bounded places have limited state-
spaces (also known as reachability graphs), enabling their fully generation, to support
models verification, enabling the verification of proprieties that are desired or manda-
tory.
2.11 IOPT-nets
The IOPT-nets [38], which were proposed to develop automation systems and embed-
ded systems, put together several of the previously presented Petri net characteristics.
IOPT-nets are non-autonomous: they rely on inputs and outputs to specify the interac-
tion between the controllers and the environment; and they are totally synchronized (all
transitions are synchronized by a single external event that is implicit), being suited to
specify synchronous components. This Petri net class has single-server semantics, uses
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priorities to ensure determinism, and is bounded to enable models implementation. Fi-
nally, it is important to note that this class is supported by a tool chain framework [87]
(available online at http://gres.uninova.pt/), which includes a model edition tool that sup-
ports models edition, a state-space-based model-checking tool with a query engine to
search proprieties that supports models verification, and automatic code generators (of
C code and VHDL) that support systems implementation. IOPT-nets are suited to model
synchronous components with deterministic behavior, but inappropriate to model GALS
systems.
2.12 Petri nets modeling GALS systems
Several Petri net classes, such as the totally synchronized Petri nets with single- or infinite-
server semantics [66][21], support the specification of GALS systems. A totally synchro-
nized Petri net model, specifying a GALS system with two synchronous components, is
presented in Figure 2.8. One component is specified by the nodes P1, T1, P2, and T2, in-
terconnected through arcs, where transitions T1 and T2 are synchronized by the event
<a>, whereas the other component is specified by the nodes P4, T3, P5, and T4, intercon-
nected through arcs, where transitions T3 and T4 are synchronized by the event <b>. The
interaction between the two components is specified through the places P3 and P6 and
associated arcs.
Figure 2.8: A totally synchronized Petri net model using buffer places to specify the
interaction between two components.
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Distributed Timed-arc Petri nets (DTAPN) were presented in [79] as suited to spec-
ify GALS systems. In this class, tokens have time annotations to specify their age, arcs
have annotations to constrain the age at which the tokens enable the transitions, and
different places can have different localities (synchronous with unrelated clocks), setting
the speed at which the tokens get older. Using different clocks to different sets of places
to, it is possible to specify GALS systems; however, because the transition firing in non-
deterministic (enabled transitions can fire or not), this Petri net class is not appropriated
to specify GALS systems with deterministic components.
Place/Transition-nets with Localities (PTL-nets) [54] and Elementary Net Systems
with Localities (ENL-systems) [55] were proposed to model and analyze GALS systems.
Both Petri net classes use the notion locality (associated to transitions) to identifying sets
of synchronous transitions in GALS specifications, and specify the interaction among
synchronous components through buffer places. Place/Transition-nets with Localities
(PTL-nets) have more potential than Elementary Net Systems with Localities because
the latter is a safe Petri net class. Figure 2.9 presents a PTL-net model with two locali-
ties (transitions T1 and T2 with locality "1" and transitions T3 and T4 with locality "2"),
interacting through buffer places (places P3 and P6). Transitions with the same locality
are synchronously executed in a maximal concurrent manner, which means that all tran-
sitions of the same locality that are enabled, must fire simultaneously, and if a transition
is enabled twice (such as the transition T1 when place P1 has two tokens) it must fire
twice in just one execution step, which means that this Petri net class has infinite-server
semantics.
Figure 2.9: A PTL-net model using buffer places to specify the interaction between two
components.
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The presented Petri net classes enable the specification of GALS systems; however
they are not suited to support the implementation of GALS systems. The SPN proposed
in [66] or the SPN presented in [21] (with single- or infinite server-semantics), the DTAPN,
the PTL-nets, and the ENL-systems, do not include inputs and outputs to specify the in-
teraction between the controller and the environment, being unappropriated for instance
to support these systems implementation through automatic code generation tools.
SPN, PTL-nets, and ENL-systems, enable the creation of Petri net models that are
GALS; however, these classes do not ensure that the created models specify GALS sys-
tems that are also distributed systems. The PTL-net model presented in Figure 2.10 spec-
ifies GALS system, but not a distributed system; this is because, the presented GALS
model includes a M-structure (composed by places P1 and P2 and transitions T1, T2, and
T3), which is not distributable, as described in [35][34]. Although T1 and T2 have a differ-
ent locality of T3, they cannot be implemented in two geographically distributed and in-
dependent controllers. If place P2 is in a different component than transition T2, and there
is a communication delay between the two components (which is true for distributed and
independent components), transition T2 cannot obtain an updated information about the
place P2 marking (this information is always outdated at least in the communication
delay), as required to enable its firing. Conflicts must be solved locally. The model pre-
sented in Figure 2.10 can be analogously specified using SPN or ENL-systems, with the
same conclusions.
Figure 2.10: A PTL-net model that specifies a GALS system that is not distributable.
The models from Figures 2.8 and 2.9 use buffer places to specify the interaction be-
tween components, making the models not network-independent. Using buffer places,
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when one token is inserted in the buffer place it is immediately available for the target
component, which is not true when a message is sent through a communication channel
between two geographically distributed and independent components, because there is a
delay between the sending instant and the arriving instant (when it becomes available to
the target component). Buffer places are suited to specify the interaction through shared
variables, but unsuited to specify the interaction through communication networks.
Using SPN, PTL-nets, or ENL-systems, is possible to specify the interaction among
components not only using buffer places, but also using more complex sub-models, as
illustrated in Figure 2.11. Figure 2.11 presents a SPN [21] model (with priorities [20]
to solve conflicts) that specifies a distributed GALS system with two interacting com-
ponents; however, the model is ambiguous, because the model does not identify what
are the components sub-models and the communication channels sub-models. The sub-
model with the nodes P3, P7, T5, and T6, specifies the interaction between transition T1
from one component (composed by T1, T2, P1, and P2) and transition T3 of the other
component (composed by T3, T4, P4, and P5), but there is nothing in this model that
identifies this part of the model as specifying a communication channel. This makes the
model unclear/ambiguous for the development team and for design-automation tools,
in the sense that it is not possible to identify the communication channel sub-models in
the global GALS models, because it is not clear if a given part of the model specifies the
interaction among components or specify other components.
Figure 2.11: A SPN model with structural ambiguities.
Among the mentioned Petri net classes with GALS execution semantics, totally SPN
[66][21] and PTL-nets [54] provide a simple but powerful semantics for GALS systems;
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however, these classes do not ensure that the created GALS models are distributable,
network-independent, and free of structural ambiguities, as desired in this work.
2.13 Communication channels for Petri nets
This section presents a survey about Petri nets using communication channels to spec-
ify sub-models interaction, supporting systems development. A Petri net class extended
with the concept of communication channel could avoid ambiguous specifications (such
as those described in section 2.12). The presented communication channels are classified
through this section as symmetrical or asymmetrical (directed), and as synchronous or
asynchronous. This survey does not include works about the use of Petri nets to spec-
ify communication protocols, such as in [10, 44, 103]. This section ends with a discus-
sion paragraph about the existing communication channels and if their use could ensure
network-independent specifications for distributed GALS systems.
Coloured Petri nets (CPN) were extended in [16] with the concept of synchronous
communication channel, which enables the communication among transitions (called
communication transitions). Communication transitions of a channel are divided into
two groups, where each transition of one group can communicate with any transition
of the other group. No direction is specified in the communication channel, making it
symmetrical. The communication can be bi-directional or not. Using these channels is
possible to produce more compact and comprehensive specifications, in a modular ap-
proach. The use of compact sub-models (modules) simplifies the modeling task, enables
its independent analysis, and allows its reuse. A set of transitions connected through a
synchronous communication channel always fire simultaneously (atomic firing).
Object Coloured Petri Nets (OCP-Nets) were proposed in [60] as a formal technique
to develop software. This object oriented modeling formalism extends CPN with the con-
cepts of object oriented programming (OOP) languages. Objects of OCP-Nets can provide
services (similar to methods in OOP) to other objects of OCP-Nets. The object that pro-
vides the service is the server, and the object that calls the service is the client. The inter-
action between clients and servers is made through tokens, synchronously sent through
synchronous channels. The channels used in [60] are different from those proposed in
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[16], because they are not symmetrical. The client invokes the service and waits the re-
sult token from the server. The communication is always from an invoke transition of a
client to an input transition of a server, and the result token from an output transition of
a server to a receive transition of a client.
The client/server concept used in Cooperative Nets [96] is similar to the communi-
cation concept used in [60]. The client/server protocol was used in Cooperative Nets,
to allow the instantiation of nets by nets, like in OOP languages. In [96], Communica-
tive Nets were also proposed. They interact through message sending (sending tokens
from transitions called send-transitions to places called accept-places). Communicative
Nets are at a lower abstraction level when compared to Cooperative Nets, but both were
proposed to model, analyze, and simulate systems with high dynamic evolution.
Another variation of the synchronous channels proposed in [16] was used in [57]
to invoke net instances of Reference Nets. Considering that the invocation direction is
specified, these synchronous channels are asymmetrical.
NCES initially proposed in [91] use two types of signals (condition signals and event
signals) to specify the interaction among sub-models (called modules). Condition signals,
which connect places to transitions, carry information about place marking, disabling the
transitions if the associated places are unmarked. Event signals (also available in SNS
[98]), which are directed arcs connecting transitions, carry information (in zero time de-
lay) from the source transitions to the target transitions, forcing the target transitions to
fire (if enabled) when the source transitions fire [45][98]. These two type of signals can be
called asymmetrical communication channels.
Directed synchronous channels were proposed in [17][18] to specify the communica-
tion among Petri net sub-models. A set of asymmetric channels connects one transition
(called master) with a set of transitions (called slaves). The semantics of these channels
considers that when the master fires, slaves also fire at the same time instant, if they are
enabled.
Shared transitions and shared places were used in several works, such as in [12, 15,
59], to specify the interaction among Petri net sub-models. Shared transitions, like syn-
chronous channels, specify the synchronous interaction among transitions. Shared places
are used to asynchronously share data.
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Process Nets With Channels (PNCs) were proposed in [59] to model and analyze some
types of concurrent systems. PNCs use free choice nets (FCN) to specify subsystems, and
use (input and output) channel places to specify their interactions. Messages are sent
from output channel places to input channel places. A set of PNCs sub-models can be
combined into a single PNCs model, merging input channel places of one sub-model with
output channel places of other sub-models. In [12], the communication is also specified
through places, and messages are also sent from output places to input places.
Petri nets with localities [54] use buffer places to specify the communication among
synchronous components, as illustrated in Figure 2.9. Again, places are used to specify
the exchange of data asynchronously. This Petri net class can be used to design very-
large-scale integration (VLSI) circuits, using the GALS paradigm.
Neither synchronous channels nor shared places are suited to specify the interaction
among distributed, independent, and synchronous components that interact through het-
erogeneous communication networks. This survey identified symmetrical synchronous
channels, directed synchronous channels, and shared places, which are directed asyn-
chronous channels. Synchronous channels (symmetrical or directed) specify the interac-
tion in zero time delay, which do not support the specification of the exchange of mes-
sages through communication networks (where there is a delay between the sending
and the reception). Shared places are suited to specify the interaction through shared
variables, but they also do not support the specification of the interaction through com-
munication networks nor provide network-independent specifications (as explained in
section 2.12). In this work asynchronous-channels are proposed to specify the interac-
tion among synchronous components ensuring unambiguous and network-independent
specifications.
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This work contributions are presented in the current chapter. A model-based develop-
ment approach for Globally-Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous Distributed Embedded
Systems (GALS-DESs), which relies on network- and platform-independent Petri net
models to support systems specification, verification, and implementation, is proposed
in section 3.1. Low-level and high-level Petri nets are extended from section 3.2 to sec-
tion 3.7, with input and output events (in high-level Petri nets can have associated data
variables), priorities, queues (only in high-level Petri nets), time-domains, asynchronous-
channels, and bounds, to support the proposed model-based development approach. A
translation algorithm and a state-space generation algorithm are proposed in section 3.6
to support the verification of the extended Petri net models. To decompose the extended
models into implementable sub-models, a decomposition algorithm is proposed in sec-
tion 3.7. A set of equations to determine the memory resources required to implement the
proposed asynchronous-channels through asynchronous wrappers or network commu-
nication nodes (interconnected in several network topologies), are proposed in section
3.8. Finally, the meta-models of the proposed concepts that extend low- and high-level
Petri net classes, are presented in section 3.9.
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3.1 Model-based development approach
A model-based development (MBD) approach, to support the development of distributed
embedded systems with GALS execution semantics, is proposed in this work. The devel-
opment of GALS-DESs using this bottom-up development approach (presented in Figure
3.1 through an UML activity diagram), starts by the creation or selection of a set of Petri
net (PN) sub-models, and ends up with the deployment into implementation platforms
and tests.
The novelty of this approach is the specification of GALS-DESs (composed by de-
terministic and synchronous components in interaction) through Petri net classes which
ensure that the created models are GALS, locally deterministic, distributable, network-
independent, and platform-independent, and additionally support the simulation, veri-
fication, and implementation using design-automation tools. These models support the
verification of the global system behavior (using model-checking tools), the components
implementation in heterogeneous platforms (supported by automatic code generators),
the use of heterogeneous communication networks, and their automatic configuration
and generation. The use of network- and platform-independent models, enables the fi-
nal implementation in several types of platforms using several types of communication
networks, to obtain the desired requirements, namely performance, power consumption,
EMI, and/or platform cost. Finally, it is important to note that the use of network- and
platform-independent models, can support future releases of the system. The develop-
ment of a GALS-DES using this model-based development approach includes several
development steps:
• the creation or the selection of reusable PN sub-models, each one having synchro-
nous and deterministic execution semantics. Petri nets extended with the time-
domain (TD) concept (proposed in section 3.4) and with priorities (transitions’ pri-
orities and tokens’ priorities), support the creation of sub-models with this seman-
tics. Additionally, a Petri net class must have inputs and outputs (IOs) to specify
the interaction between the components and the environment;
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Create or select a set of reusable sub-models
(using Petri nets with IOs, TDs, and priorities)
Create the global GALS-DES model (using the 
reusable sub-models, setting TDs, and adding ACs)
Simulate and verify the global GALS-DES model
behavior using simulation and model-checking tools
[not ok]
Automatically add place bounds into the global GALS-DES model
(using model-checking tools) to support its implementation
[ok]
Correct/
change
the reusable
sub-models
Deployment into the platforms
Select components implementation
platforms and IOs mapping
Select communication networks,
their implementation platforms,
and IOs mapping
Automatic code generation
(components)
Automatic code generation
(communication channels)
Automatically decompose the global GALS-DES model
into a set of implementable sub-models
(removing ACs, adding IO events and sub-nets)
[all the available networks and platforms were tested]
[match the required requirements]
Tests (performance, power consumption, EMI, ...)
[else]
[else]
Figure 3.1: The proposed model-based development approach for GALS-DESs.
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• the creation of the global GALS-DES model, using the reusable sub-models, chang-
ing their time-domains (TDs) to gather (synchronize) the sub-models of each com-
ponent, and using the asynchronous-channels (ACs) proposed in section 3.5 to
specify components interaction;
• the simulation and verification of the global GALS-DES model behavior using sim-
ulation and model-checking tools, followed by the correction/change of the reusable
sub-models, if the global model behavior is not the desired. The algorithms pro-
posed in section 3.6 support the development of model-checking tools for GALS-
DES;
• obtaining and adding the place bounds (section 3.6.3) into the global GALS-DES
model. This information will be required to identify the length of the memory re-
sources (as described in section 3.8), to support the GALS-DES implementation;
• the (automatic) decomposition of the global GALS-DES model into a set of imple-
mentable sub-models (section 3.7 proposes the decomposition algorithm, which re-
moves ACs and adds IO (input and output) events and sub-nets);
• the selection of the communication networks (topology, protocol, ...) and implemen-
tation platforms, followed by the mapping of the sub-models IOs into the platforms
IOs;
• the automatic code generation supported by tools (such as [14, 87, 88]). The syn-
chronous components and communication channels implementation codes will be
generated;
• the deployment into the implementation platforms;
• perform tests, if the system match the desired/required requirements, it is done!;
• else, other implementation platforms and/or communication networks must be se-
lected and tested; if all the available platforms and/or communication networks
were already tested (without matching the desired requirements), then the initial
reusable sub-models must be changed (the system must be changed).
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This model-based development approach is illustrated in the application examples pre-
sented in the validation chapter (chapter 4).
3.2 Petri nets with input and output events
Any Petri net class to support the proposed model-based development approach for
GALS-DESs must have external inputs and outputs to specify the interaction between
the controllers and the environment, and between the controllers and their communi-
cation nodes. To specify the interaction between the controllers and the environment,
events and/or signals should be used, whereas to specify the interaction between the
controllers and their communication nodes, events should be used (as described in sec-
tion 3.7). Therefore, any Petri net class must rely on input and output events. A low-level
Petri net class with input and output events is a tuple comprising at least the common
sets to define a low-level Petri net class (equation 2.1), plus a set of input events (IE), a
set of output events (OE), a partial function associating transitions to sub-sets of inputs
events (ie : T′ → P(IE), where P(IE) is the power set of IE), and a function associating
outputs events to transitions (oe : OE→ T):
PNE = (PN, IE, OE, ie, oe) = (P, T, F, W, M0, IE, OE, ie, oe) (3.1)
A high-level Petri net class (equation 2.2) with input and output events is given by equa-
tion 3.2.
HLPNE = (HLPN, IE, OE, ie, oe) = (P, T, F, Sig, V, H, Type, AN, IE, OE, ie, oe) (3.2)
The definitions presented in this document for IE, OE, ie, and oe, are similar to defini-
tions presented in [38]. The main differences between the events defined in this document
and the ones defined in [38] are that each event does not have an associated signal and
that each output event cannot be associated to more that one transition.
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3.3 Petri nets with priorities and queues
To solve conflicts and ambiguities, two functions are proposed in this section. The func-
tion priority (pr) is proposed both for low-level and high-level Petri net classes (equations
3.3 and 3.4), to solve conflicts. The function priority queue (pq) is proposed just for high-
level Petri nets (equation 3.4) and, together with the pr function, solves ambiguities. The
pq function, making each place a priority queue, sets tokens’ priorities.
PNP = (PNE, pr) = (P, T, F, W, M0, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr) (3.3)
HLPNP = (HLPNE, pr, pq) = (P, T, F, Sig, V, H, Type, AN, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr, pq) (3.4)
pr is a partial function, which associates Petri net transitions to positive integers
(N = {1, 2, 3, ...}), as presented in equation 3.5, which is similar to the priority function
defined in [38]. Two transitions with one or more input places in common must have dif-
ferent priorities (equation 3.6). In high-level Petri nets, two transitions with one or more
output places in common must also have different priorities (equation 3.7), solving am-
biguities (as explained below). The transition associated with the lower value is the one
with higher priority.
pr : T′ →N (3.5)
∀(p1×t1),(p1×t2)∈F(t1 ∈ T ∧ t2 ∈ T ∧ t1 6= t2 ⇒ pr(t1) 6= pr(t2)) (3.6)
∀(t1×p1),(t2×p1)∈F(t1 ∈ T ∧ t2 ∈ T ∧ t1 6= t2 ⇒ pr(t1) 6= pr(t2)) (3.7)
pq is a function that associates places to positive integers (N = {1, 2, 3, ...}), as pre-
sented in equation 3.8, assigning priorities to places and identifying them as priority
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queues. The tokens of a priority queue must be ordered. Two places (queues) with com-
mon output transitions must have different priorities (equation 3.9), solving binding am-
biguities. The place associated with the lower value is the one with higher priority.
pq : P→N (3.8)
∀(p1×t1),(p2×t1)∈F(p1 ∈ P ∧ p2 ∈ P ∧ p1 6= p2 ⇒ pq(p1) 6= pq(p2)) (3.9)
Two similar Petri net models (a low-level and a high-level) with solved conflicts are
presented in figures 3.2 and 3.3. In both models, transitions T2 and T3 are in conflict,
competing for the token that is in P2, which in the high-level model has the value 5. The
conflicts are solved using priorities (T3 with pr : 1 has higher priority than T2 that as
pr : 2).
Figure 3.2: A low-level Petri net model with one conflict solved.
Figure 3.3: A high-level Petri net model with one conflict solved.
A high-level Petri net model with ambiguities is presented in Figure 3.4. In the initial
state, transition T1 is enabled; however, when transition T1 fires, which token should be
destroyed (the 9 or the 8)? The proposed pq function, eliminates this type of ambiguity,
transforming each place marking in a priority queue.
Figure 3.5 presents the model from Figure 3.4 with priority queues and transition
priorities (each place is a priority queue and transitions T1 and T2 have associated pri-
orities) to avoid ambiguities. In each place of Figure 3.5, the token at the right is in the
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Figure 3.4: An ambiguous high-level Petri net model.
beginning of the queue (has the higher priority) and the token at the left is at the end of
the queue (has the lower priority). When the token with higher priority does not enable
the transition (such as the token 7 from place P1), the next token of the queue is evalu-
ated (which is the token 9). Transitions T1 and T2 have different priorities, which means
that if both transitions fire simultaneously in a time instant, the token created by T2 in P3
stay ahead of the token created by T1 at the same instant of time (because T2 has higher
priority). Given the initial marking presented in Figure 3.5, if transitions T1 and T2 fire
simultaneously, the marking presented in Figure 3.6 is obtained.
Figure 3.5: A high-level Petri net model with queues and priorities avoiding ambiguities.
When two or more places are source of a transition (as occurs with transition T3 from
Figure 3.6), the tokens are selected for the bindings taking into account their priorities (the
priority of their queues and their positions in the queues). Any token of a higher priority
queue (regardless of its position in the queue), has higher priority than any token of a
lower priority queue. In a single queue, the token position defines its priority. To check if
transition T3 is enabled, several bindings are verified:
• in the first binding, k receives the token 2, m receives the token 5, and n receives the
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Figure 3.6: The model from Figure 3.5 after the simultaneously firing of transitions T1
and T2.
token 1, but T3 is disabled (because n is not bigger than k);
• in second binding, k receives the next token (4) and m and n receive the same tokens
(1 and 5) (this is because place P5 has lower priority (pq:3) than P4 (pq:2) and P3
(pq:1)), but T3 is also disabled;
• then k receives the next token (3) and m and n receive the same tokens (5 and 1),
with the same result (T3 disabled);
• finally, k receives again the first token 2, m receives the token 5 (because it only has
one token), and n receives the next token 5, enabling T3 (n>k).
When T3 fires, the token 2 is destroyed from P5, the token 5 is destroyed from P4, the
token 5 is destroyed from P3, and the token (2,5) is created in P6.
It is important to note that, using high-level Petri nets extended with proposed func-
tions (pr and pq), to ensure that the created models are free of ambiguities, the Petri net
class must guarantee that if several tokens are destroyed in a place by a transition in a
single firing, they must have all the same color and if several tokens are created in a place
by a transition in a single firing, they must have the same color.
3.4 The time-domain concept
The time-domain concept is proposed to equip Petri nets with GALS execution seman-
tics and ensure their distribution. Time-domains make Petri nets totally synchronized,
having single-server semantics, and with well delimited synchronized domains. Using
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Petri nets extended with time-domains, each synchronous component of a GALS system
is specified through one or more Petri net sub-models, where all their nodes (places and
transitions) have the same time-domain. Sub-models with different time-domains spec-
ify independent and synchronous components of a GALS system. The time-domains do
not specify the components execution frequencies, making the specification platform-
independent, to support the components implementation in heterogeneous platforms
(running at any execution frequency). When compared to the totally synchronized Petri
nets with single-server semantics [66], Petri nets extended with time-domains ensure that
the created models are structurally unambiguous and distributable, and can be automat-
ically translated into the implementation code, supporting not only the specification of
distributed GALS systems, but also their implementation as a set of independent syn-
chronous components.
3.4.1 Petri nets extended with time-domains
The time-domain concept is proposed for low-level and high-level Petri net classes with
input events, with output events, without effective conflicts (solved by transitions’ prior-
ities), and without ambiguities (high-level Petri net ambiguities can be solved by tokens’
priorities), as presented in equations 3.10 and 3.11.
PNTD = (PNP, td) = (P, T, F, W, M0, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr, td) (3.10)
HLPNTD = (HLPNP, td) = (P, T, F, Sig, V, H, Type, AN, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr, pq, td) (3.11)
td is the time-domain function, which associates Petri net nodes (places and transi-
tions) to positive integers (N = {1, 2, 3, ...}), as defined in equation 3.12. Each arc from
F must connect two nodes with equal time-domains (delimiting the synchronized do-
mains), as defined in equation 3.13. If two transitions have the same input event, then
they must have the same time-domain, as defined in equation 3.14.
td : (P ∪ T)→N (3.12)
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∀(n1×n2)∈F(td(n1) = td(n2)) (3.13)
∀t1,t2∈T(t1 6= t2 ∧ td(t1) 6= td(t2)⇒ ie(t1) ∩ ie(t2) = ∅) (3.14)
The time-domain concept ensures that the created (low-level or high-level) models al-
ways specify distributed GALS systems and do not have structural ambiguities, avoiding
the creation of models such as the ones presented in Figures 2.10 and 2.11.
An incomplete (low-level or high-level) Petri net model with three sub-models (three
disconnected graphs) specifying two synchronous and independent components is pre-
sented in Figure 3.7. One synchronous component is specified by the sub-model with
time-domain "1" (this sub-model nodes have time-domain "1", represented by td:1), and
the other synchronous component is specified by the two sub-models with time-domain
"2" (these sub-models nodes have time-domain "2", represented by td:2).
Figure 3.7: A Petri net model with three sub-models specifying two synchronous and
independent components.
3.4.2 Execution of Petri nets extended with time-domains
The time-domain concept makes Petri nets totally synchronized and with single-server
semantics. The time-domain does not say "what happens" but only "when it happens"
(this sentence is the adaptation of a sentence from [21]). By "what happens" we mean
what makes the transition enabled, which tokens are destroyed, and which tokens are
created, whereas by "when it happens" we mean the time instants when the enabled
transitions (and not in conflict) will fire. A low-level or high-level Petri net class can be
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extended with the time-domain concept, without affecting "what happens". In a Petri net
class extended with time-domains:
• each transition has a time-domain, being synchronized by a single external event
(which is implicit);
• all transitions synchronized by a common external event are in the same time-
domain;
• transitions with different time-domains are synchronized by different/unrelated
external events;
• all transitions with the same time-domain, which are enabled and not involved in
conflicts (that prevent them from firing) at the time instant at which the external
event occurs, will fire simultaneously at that instant;
• transitions with different time-domains never fire simultaneously.
A Petri net model having all nodes with the same time-domain (specifying one syn-
chronous component) is presented in Figure 3.8. In this model all transitions are synchro-
nized by the same external event (implicit) and the conflict between transitions T2 and
T3 is solved using priorities (T3 with pr : 1 has higher priority than T2 that as pr : 2). Its
associated state-space is presented in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.8: A Petri net model (with one solved conflict) specifying one synchronous com-
ponent.
It is important to note that, although the behavior of each synchronized model (hav-
ing all nodes with the same time-domain and all conflicts and ambiguities solved) is
deterministic, the global model with several time-domains is usually nondeterministic
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Figure 3.9: The state-space of the Petri net model from Figure 3.8.
(as required to specify distributed systems). The model from Figure 3.7 with the initial
marking m0 = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0), has the state-space presented in Figure 3.10, which illus-
trates the nondeterminism. In this model, the nondeterminism occurs in the initial state,
where transition T1 can fire, but transitions T2 and T3 can also fire. The model does
not specify which sub-model will be executed first, as desired to ensure that it provides
a platform-independent specification of a distributed GALS system. The time-domain
does not specify the time instant at which the associated synchronizing event occurs, it
specifies that when it occurs, the associated and enabled transitions fire.
Figure 3.10: The state-space of the Petri net model from Figure 3.7 for m0 = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0).
3.5 Asynchronous-channels
3.5.1 Introduction
Asynchronous-channels are proposed to support the interaction among synchronous sub-
models, specifying the interaction among synchronous components. Using Petri nets ex-
tended with the time-domain concept, it is possible to specify the synchronous compo-
nents of a GALS system; however, it is not possible to specify the interaction between
those components. Three types of asynchronous-channels are proposed in this section to
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generically specify (in a network-independent way) the interaction between synchronous
components of distributed GALS systems:
• the Simple Asynchronous Channel (SimpleAC);
• the Acknowledged Asynchronous Channel (AckAC);
• the Not-enabled Asynchronous Channel (NotAC).
Each asynchronous-channel supports the interaction between two synchronous sub-
models, sending messages from one transition of one sub-model (the source transition) to
one or more transitions of another sub-model (the target transitions). With these channels
the transmission time is not specified (time taken by the messages from the source to the
target transitions), which can be between zero and infinite and may differ from message
to message (thereby ensuring network-independent specifications). When a message ar-
rives to the target sub-model, it is replicated and simultaneously delivered to the associ-
ated target transitions. When a message is delivered, their enabled target transitions fire
at that instant, and the message is destroyed.
The three types of asynchronous-channels have identical characteristics, differing in
what triggers the message creation and sending. Each SimpleAC sends a message to
its target transitions when its source transition fires; each AckAC sends a message to
its target transitions each time its source transition receives a message (from another
asynchronous-channel); and each NotAC sends a message to its target transitions when
its source transition receives a message (from another asynchronous-channel) and does
not fire (because it is not enabled). The source transition of any AckAC or NotAC is the
target transition of another asynchronous-channel.
An asynchronous-channel is a sub-net composed by one special type of place (one
asynchronous channel place) and a set of special arcs (one source channel arc and one or more
target channel arcs). The source channel arc connects one transition (the source transition) of
one sub-model (with a specific time-domain) to the asynchronous channel place; the target
channel arcs connect the asynchronous channel place to a set of transitions (the target transi-
tions) of another sub-model (with a different time-domain). An asynchronous channel place
can be a simple asynchronous channel place, an acknowledged asynchronous channel place, or a
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not-enabled asynchronous channel place. An asynchronous channel place is represented in this
document by a cloud, which has the inscription "ACK" when it is the asynchronous chan-
nel place of an AckAC, has the inscription "NOT" when it is the asynchronous channel place
of a NotAC, and has no inscription if it is the asynchronous channel place of a SimpleAC.
The channel arcs (source channel arcs and target channel arcs) are represented through this
document as dashed arrows.
These asynchronous-channels are proposed for low-level and for high-level Petri nets.
When used in high-level Petri net classes, the source channel arcs can have additional an-
notations to specify the data variables transmitted through the channel.
A SimpleAC (AC1) is presented in Figure 3.11, connecting the transition T1 of the
Petri net sub-model with time-domain "1" (td:1), to transitions T2 and T3 of the Petri net
sub-models with time-domain "2" (td:2). Whenever T1 fires, one message is created and
sent through AC1, which after an undefined amount of time, simultaneously delivers the
message to T2 and T3.
Figure 3.11: Two component sub-models connected through a SimpleAC.
An AckAC (AC2) connecting the transition T2 of the sub-model with time-domain "2"
(td:2), to transition T4 of the sub-model with time-domain "3" (td:3) is presented in Figure
3.12. When T2 receives a message, regardless of being enabled and fire, a new message
is created and sent through AC2, which after an undefined amount of time, delivers the
message to T4.
A NotAC (AC3) connecting the transition T3 of the sub-model with time-domain "2"
(td:2), to transition T5 of the sub-model with time-domain "4" (td:4) is presented in Figure
3.13. Whenever T3 receives a message, if (and only if) it does not fire, a new message is
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Figure 3.12: Two sub-models connected through an AckAC.
sent through AC3, which after an undefined amount of time, delivers the message to T5.
Figure 3.13: Two sub-models connected through a NotAC.
Figures 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13, present models without annotations (such as net mark-
ing, arc annotations, and place types). To obtain low-level or high-level Petri net models,
low-level or high-level annotations must be added. When used in high-level models, the
asynchronous-channels can have annotations, specifying additional data that is carried
by the messages.
3.5.2 Asynchronous-channel definition
A low-level Petri net class extended with asynchronous-channels includes at least the
sets and functions presented in equation 3.15:
PNAC = (PNTD, AC) = (P, T, F, W, M0, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr, td, AC) (3.15)
where the set of asynchronous-channels (AC) is given by:
AC = (Pac, As, At) (3.16)
and:
• Pac is a set of asynchronous channel places, which can include simple asynchronous
channel places, acknowledged asynchronous channel places, and not-enabled asynchronous
channel places, as given by equations 3.17 and 3.18;
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• As is a set of source channel arcs connecting transitions to asynchronous channel places,
as presented in equation 3.19, where Ts ⊆ T (T is the set of all Petri net transitions);
• At is a set of target channel arcs connecting asynchronous channel places to transitions,
as presented in equation 3.20, where Tt ⊆ T.
Pac = (Psac ∪ Paac ∪ Pnac) (3.17)
Psac ∩ Paac ∩ Pnac = ∅ (3.18)
As = (Ts × Pac) (3.19)
At = (Pac × Tt) (3.20)
Each asynchronous-channel has:
• one asynchronous channel place (equation 3.21);
• one input channel arc (a source channel arc), as defined in equation 3.22;
• one or more output channel arcs (target channel arcs), as defined in equation 3.24.
#Pac = #AC (3.21)
∀pac∈Pac(∃!as∈As : as = ts × pac) (3.22)
#As = #Pac (3.23)
∀pac∈Pac(∃at∈At : at = pac × tt) (3.24)
All target transitions of a specific asynchronous-channel have the same time-domain
(equation 3.25).
∀(pac1×t1),(pac1×t2)∈At(td(t1) = td(t2)) (3.25)
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One transition is not target of more than one asynchronous-channel (equation 3.26).
One transition as target of more that one asynchronous-channel is an unlikely model-
ing situation; however, it is still possible to model a similar scenario, if the single target
transition is replaced by one sub-net with several target transitions.
∀(pac1×t1),(pac2×t2)∈At(pac1 6= pac2 ⇒ t1 6= t2) (3.26)
Asynchronous-channels always specify the interaction between different components,
specified by sub-models with different time-domains. For each asynchronous-channel,
the time-domain of its source transition must be different from its target transitions time-
domain:
∀(ts×pac1)∈As∀(pac2×tt)∈At((pac1 = pac2)⇒ (td(ts) 6= td(tt))) (3.27)
Given that the AckACs and the NotACs are reporting channels (reporting about de-
livered messages and about their effect on transitions), the source transition of an AckAC
or NotAC is the target transition of another asynchronous-channel (SimpleAC, NotAC,
or AckAC):
∀(ts×pxac)∈As(pxac ∈ Paac ∨ pxac ∈ Pnac)∃!(pac×tt)∈At(tt = ts) (3.28)
The proposed asynchronous-channels can be used in low-level and in high-level Petri
nets. When an asynchronous-channel is used in low-level Petri nets, the source channel
arcs should not have annotations, whereas when used in high-level Petri nets, the source
channel arcs can have annotations. The annotation of a source channel arc specifies a set of
variables that are sent through the channel. Both in low-level and high-level classes, the
asynchronous channel places should not have the type annotation and the target channel arcs
should not have annotations.
cv (channel variables) is a partial function for high-level Petri nets, applying source
channel arcs to sub-sets of variables (V), such that
HLPNAC = (HLPNTD, AC, cv) =
(P, T, F, Sig, V, H, Type, AN, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr, pq, td, AC, cv)
(3.29)
and
cv : A′s ⇒ P(V) (3.30)
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where V is a set of sorted variables as defined in the standard ISO/IEC 15909-1 [51] and
P(V) is the power set of V.
AckACs and NotACs cannot carry messages with variables that they do not receive
by the source asynchronous-channel. This way, the annotation of a source channel arc of
an AckAC or NotAC, can only include variables that exist in the annotation of the source
channel arc of the asynchronous-channel that is source of the AckAC or NotAC source
transition:
∀as=(ts×pxac)∈As(pxac ∈ Paac ∨ pxac ∈ Pnac)∃!(pac×tt)∈At(tt = ts)
∃ass=(tss×pac2)∈As(pac = pac2 ⇒ cv(as) ⊆ cv(ass))
(3.31)
A high-level Petri net model with three asynchronous-channels is presented in Fig-
ure 3.14. When transition T1 fires, one message carrying the variable x and y values, are
sent through the SimpleAC AC1. When transition T2 receives a message, a new message
(without variable values) is created and sent through the AckAC AC2. Finally, when tran-
sition T3 receives a message, because it is not enabled, a new message (with the variable
x value) is created and sent through the NotAC AC3.
Figure 3.14: A high-level Petri net model with three asynchronous-channels.
3.5.3 Asynchronous-channels execution semantics
Each asynchronous-channel specify message sending from one synchronous component
to another. The asynchronous-channels do not specify the communication delay, which
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means that the time taken by each message from the source to the target sub-model is un-
defined and variable (this way the asynchronous-channels ensure network-independent
specifications). A message indicates the occurrence of one of three events in the source
component: (1) reporting that one transition fired (in SimpleACs); (2) that one transi-
tion received a message but it was disabled (in NotACs); or (3) that one or more transi-
tions received a message (in AckACs). Additionally, in high-level Petri nets each message
can carry additional data. In low-level Petri nets no additional data is carried. In high-
level Petri nets, if the source channel arc has no annotation, no additional data is carried,
whereas, if the source channel arc has an annotation (associating a set of variables to that
channel), the associated variable values are carried by the message.
The asynchronous-channels behavior can be expressed through behaviorally equiv-
alent Petri net sub-models (presenting their execution semantics). Any Petri net model
with asynchronous-channels (such as the one presented in Figure 3.15) can be specified
through a Petri net model without asynchronous-channels, if the channels are replaced
by their behaviorally equivalent sub-models. To illustrate it, the Petri net model that spec-
ifies the behavior of the model from Figure 3.15, where the asynchronous-channels AC1,
AC2, and AC3, were replaced by their behaviorally equivalent sub-models, is presented
in Figure 3.16. The transitions with dashed squares (from Figure 3.16) are reference tran-
sitions (they refer to other transitions [52]). To obtain a single Petri net model, the refer-
ence transitions must be merged with the transitions that they refer to. An algorithm that
transforms a Petri net model with asynchronous-channels into a behaviorally equivalent
Petri net model without asynchronous-channels is presented in section 3.6.
Figure 3.15: A Petri net model with a SimpleAC, an AckAC, and a NotAC.
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Figure 3.16: The Petri net model that specifies the behavior of the model from Figure
3.15, where the asynchronous-channels were replaced by their behaviorally equivalent
sub-models (presenting their execution semantics).
It is important to note that the behaviorally equivalent Petri net models that are pre-
sented in this section and that are created using the algorithm proposed in section 3.6, use
the time-domain concept without fulfilling all its assumptions. These models have nodes
without time-domain, which is not compliant with the time-domain function presented
in section 3.4; however, this is not a problem because these models are used to present the
asynchronous-channels behavior and to support the GALS-DESs verification, and not to
support the GALS-DESs documentation or implementation.
The core of the behaviorally equivalent Petri net model of any asynchronous-channel,
regardless of being a SimpleAC, an AckAC, or a NotAC, regardless of its source and
target transitions, and regardless of being used in low-level or high-level Petri nets, is
presented in Figure 3.17. In the model:
• the place pgoing can contain several tokens, each one specifying a message going
from the source to the target component;
• the transition tarrive has an unique time-domain, different from the other asyn-
chronous-channels’ time-domains and different from the components’ time-domains
(as illustrated in Figure 3.16), making its firing nondeterministic (to ensure that the
channel communication delay is undefined);
• the transition tdeliver time-domain is equal to the target transition time-domain (as
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illustrated in Figure 3.16);
• the transition tdeliver ensures that each arrived token (message) is only available
during one execution step to enable the target transition firing, being destroyed
after that;
• the place plimit limits the maximal number of "messages" in the place parrived to
one (this is important for high-level Petri nets), to specify that no more than one
message can be consumed in each execution step;
• the test arc is connected to the target transition (as illustrated in Figure 3.16). The
test arc, also known as read arc, is represented in this document by a line with an
arrow in the middle. Each test arc connects a place to a transition and does not
destroy tokens when the transition fires.
Figure 3.17: The core of the behaviorally equivalent Petri net sub-model of any
asynchronous-channel.
The three types of channels have similar execution semantics, but they react to dif-
ferent events in their source transitions. This way, the arc without source node from the
behaviorally equivalent Petri net model presented in Figure 3.17 can be connected to dif-
ferent transitions, as illustrated in Figure 3.16. When the model specifies the behavior
of:
• a SimpleAC, the arc without source node is connected to the source transition;
• an AckAC, the arc without source node is connected to the transition tdeliver of
the behaviorally equivalent Petri net sub-model of the asynchronous-channel that
is source of its source transition;
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• a NotAC, the arc without source node is connected to the transition tnotenabled as
presented in Figure 3.18.
Figure 3.18: The NotAC behaviorally equivalent Petri net sub-model.
The NotAC behaviorally equivalent Petri net sub-model is presented in Figure 3.18.
The disconnected arcs from place pxor must be connected to the source transition, as
illustrated in Figure 3.16. The place pxor ensures that the source transition and transition
tnotenabled cannot fire simultaneously. To ensure that the transition tnotenabled fires if
and only if the source transition does not fire (when receives a message), the tnotenabled
has lower priority than the source transition (tsource < tnotenabled) and its input test arc
(the arc without source node) must be connected to the place parrived of the behaviorally
equivalent Petri net sub-model of the asynchronous-channel that is source of its source
transition (this is also illustrated in Figure 3.16).
The sub-models presented in Figures 3.17 and 3.18 just have one test arc connected
to place parrived; however, the number of test arcs from parrive is equal to the number
of target transitions of the associated channel, plus the number of NotACs that are target
of its target transitions. Each test arc connects the place parrived to each of its target
transitions and to each transition tnotenabled of the NotACs behaviorally equivalent Petri
net sub-models that are target of its target transitions.
When an asynchronous-channel is used in high-level Petri nets, the behaviorally equiv-
alent Petri net sub-model (Figure 3.17 or Figure 3.18) additionally includes annotations.
Places pgoing and parrived have annotations to specify their data type, and their input
and output arcs can have annotations to specify the data variables that are transmitted
through the channel. In high-level Petri nets, when the transition tarrive fires, it randomly
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destroys one of the tokens from pgoing (this is because place pgoing is not a priority queue)
and create an equal token in parrived, ensuring that these channels do not guarantee the
order of the messages (thereby ensuring network-independent specifications). This is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.19, which shows the high-level Petri net model that presents the
execution semantics of the high-level Petri net model presented in Figure 3.14, replacing
the asynchronous-channels by their behaviorally equivalent sub-models.
Figure 3.19: The high-level Petri net model behaviorally equivalent to the high-level Petri
net model presented in Figure 3.14.
3.6 Proprieties verification
To support the verification of Petri net models extended with time-domains and asyn-
chronous-channels, two algorithms are proposed. To translate Petri net models with time-
domains and asynchronous-channels into behaviorally equivalent Petri net models with-
out asynchronous-channels, the algorithm presented in subsection 3.6.1 is proposed. To
generate the state-space of Petri net models with time-domains, the algorithm presented
in subsection 3.6.2 is proposed. It is important to note that reduction mechanisms, such
as those proposed in [78], may be required to simplify the Petri net model, in order to re-
duce the associated state-space size and enable its generation. The generated state-spaces
support proprieties verification, enabling the behavioral verification and providing in-
formation about the memory resources needed to implement the distributed systems
(composed by synchronous components and by communication channels). These two
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algorithms were implemented during this work in a tool chain framework for embedded
systems (the IOPT-tools [87]) that is available online at http://gres.uninova.pt/.
3.6.1 Translation algorithm
A translation algorithm that reads Petri net models with time-domains and asynchronous-
channels (ACs), and creates new models where the asynchronous-channels are replaced
by their behaviorally equivalent Petri net sub-models, is presented. This algorithm can
be used for low-level Petri nets and for high-level Petri nets. In low-level Petri nets, the
ChannelVariable function should be ignored. The translation algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 1, where:
• line 1 - the Petri net model (globalPNname) of the GALS distributed system (with
time-domains and asynchronous-channels) is read and it is copied into the globalPN
data structure;
• line 2 - the globalPN data structure is cloned into a new data structure (translat-
edPN);
• lines 3 to 26 - for each asynchronous channel place of the translatedPN data structure:
– if it is of a SimpleAC or an AckAC, it is added into the translatedPN data struc-
ture a new sub-model, such as the one presented in Figure 3.17, but without
the arc that has no source node and without the arc that has no target node;
– if it is of a NotAC, is it is added into the translatedPN data structure a new
sub-model, such as the one presented in Figure 3.18, but without the test arcs.
The arcs without source and target nodes that are connected to place pxor are
connected to the source transition;
– it is removed from the translatedPN data structure;
• lines 27 to 40 - for each source channel arc of the globalPN data structure:
– if the arc belongs to a SimpleAC, it is added a new arc into the translatedPN
data structure, from the source transition into the place pgoing of the behav-
iorally equivalent sub-model;
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– if the arc belongs to an AckAC, it is added a new arc into the translatedPN
data structure, from the transition tdeliver (of the behaviorally equivalent sub-
model of the AC that is source of the transition that is source of the current
AckAC) into the place pgoing of the behaviorally equivalent sub-model;
– if the arc belongs to a NotAC, it is added a new test arc into the translatedPN
data structure, from the place parrived (of the behaviorally equivalent sub-
model of the AC that is source of the transition that is source of the current No-
tAC) into the transition tnotenabled of the behaviorally equivalent sub-model;
and
– it is removed from the translatedPN data structure;
• lines 41 to 45 - for each target channel arc of the globalPN data structure, it is added
a new test arc into the translatedPN, from the place parrived of the behaviorally
equivalent sub-model into the target transition, and it is removed from the translat-
edPN data structure;
• line 46 - the translatedPN data structure (without asynchronous-channels) is saved
into a new PNML file.
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Algorithm 1 The translation algorithm that reads a Petri net model with ACs and creates
the behaviorally equivalent Petri net model without ACs.
Require: globalPNname
1: globalPN ← Read(globalPNname)
2: translatedPN ← globalPN
3: for all pac ∈ translatedPN.Pac do
4: as : as ∈ translatedPN.As ∧ as = (ts, pac)
5: translatedPN.AddNewPlace(pgoing, ChannelVariable(as))
6: translatedPN.AddNewPlace(parrived, ChannelVariable(as))
7: translatedPN.AddNewPlace(plimit, marking = 1)
8: translatedPN.AddNewTransition(tarrive, UNIQUE_TD)
9: translatedPN.AddNewTransition(tdeliver, translatedPN.td(pac•))
10: translatedPN.AddNewArc(pgoing, tarrive, ChannelVariable(as))
11: translatedPN.AddNewArc(tarrive, parrived, ChannelVariable(as))
12: translatedPN.AddNewArc(parrived, tdeliver, ChannelVariable(as))
13: translatedPN.AddNewArc(tdeliver, plimit)
14: translatedPN.AddNewArc(plimit, tarrive)
15: if pac ∈ globalPN.Pnac then
16: translatedPN.AddNewT(tnotenabled, translatedPN.td(ts))
17: translatedPN.AddNewPlace(pxor, marking = 1)
18: translatedPN.AddNewArc(ts, pxor)
19: translatedPN.AddNewArc(pxor, ts)
20: translatedPN.AddNewArc(tnotenabled, pxor)
21: translatedPN.AddNewArc(pxor, tnotenabled)
22: translatedPN.AddNewArc(tnotenabled, pgoing, ChannelVariable(as))
23: translatedPN.AddNewPriorityHigherLower(ts, tnotenabled)
24: end if
25: translatedPN.RemovePlace(pac)
26: end for
27: for all as ∈ globalPN.As : as = (ts, pac) do
28: if pac ∈ globalPN.Psac then
29: translatedPN.AddNewArc(ts, pgoing, ChannelVariable(as), , pac)
30: end if
31: pacs : (at ∈ globalPN.At ∧ at = (pacs, tt) ∧ tt = ts)
32: if pac ∈ globalPN.Paac then
33: translatedPN.AddNewArc(tdeliver, pgoing, ChannelVariable(as), pacs, pac)
34: end if
35: if pac ∈ globalPN.Pnac then
36: ax : (ax ∈ globalPN.As ∧ ax = (tx, pac1) ∧ pac1 = pacs)
37: translatedPN.AddNewTestArc(parrived, tnotenabled, ChannVar(ax), pacs, pac)
38: end if
39: translatedPN.RemoveArc(as)
40: end for
41: for all at ∈ globalPN.At : at = (pac, tt) do
42: as : (as ∈ globalPN.As ∧ as = (ts, pac1) ∧ pac1 = pac)
43: translatedPN.AddNewTestArc(parrived, tt, ChannelVariable(as), pac, )
44: translatedPN.RemoveArc(at)
45: end for
46: SaveNewPNML(translatedPN)
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3.6.2 State-space generation algorithm
An algorithm to generate state-spaces (also known as reachability graphs) of Petri net
models with time-domains is proposed, supporting the verification of distributed GALS
systems. This algorithm extends the algorithm proposed in [86] to enable the state-space
generation of Petri nets with time-domains. As the state-space generation of Petri nets
with time-domains is a complex and time consuming task, often generating large state-
spaces (with millions of states), for each Petri net model, the proposed algorithm is im-
plemented in a specific and parallelized C code, which is then compiled and executed
in a multi-core processor, generating the state-space. The state-space can be saved into a
hierarchical XML file. The state-space can be analyzed using two different approaches:
(1) using standard tools for XML, like XPath and XQuery [106], and (2) using the query
engine available in the IOPT-tools [87] (where this algorithm was implemented to sup-
port the verification of a specific Petri net class), enabling proprieties search, such as those
described in CTL (computation tree logic) [25]. The proposed algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 2, where:
• line 1 - the Petri net model obtained after the transformation (that implements the
algorithm presented in Algorithm 1) is read and it is cloned into the translatedPN
data structure;
• line 2 - creates a list with all the Petri net model time-domains;
• line 3 - creates an empty state-space (each state has an id, the net marking, the
parent id, and the list of fired transitions from the parent state);
• line 4 - creates an empty list of the verified transitions (this list is used to store the
verified transitions);
• line 5 - creates an empty list of the fired transitions (the list of transitions that led to
a specific state);
• line 6 - adds the initial state (without parent id, with the initial marking, without
fired transitions, and with the id=0) into the state space;
• line 7 - sets the number of unprocessed states to 1;
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Algorithm 2 State-space generation algorithm for Petri net models with time-domains.
Require: translatedPNname, stateSpaceName, maxNumStates
1: translatedPN ← Read(translatedPNname)
2: timeDomainsList← GetTimeDomains(translatedPN)
3: stateSpace← NULL
4: veri f iedTransitionsList← NULL
5: f iredTransitionsList← NULL
6: stateSpace.AddInitialState(GetInitialMarking(translatedPN),
f iredTransitionsList)
7: nUnprocStates← 1
8: while nUnprocStates > 0 and stateSpace.GetNumStates() < maxNumStates do
9: nUnprocStates← stateSpace.GetNumUnprocessedStates()
10: index ← 0
11: while index < nUnprocStates do
12: state← stateSpace.GetUnprocessedState(index)
13: for all timeDomain ∈ timeDomainsList do
14: CreateChildStates(state.GetId(), state.GetMarking(), state.GetMarking(),
state.GetMarking(), veri f iedTransitionsList, f iredTransitionsList,
timeDomain)
15: end for
16: RemoveInvalidChildren(state)
17: index ← index + 1
18: end while
19: end while
20: CreateStateSpaceFile(stateSpaceName, stateSpace)
21: return
22: function CreateChildStates(parentId, initialMarking, updatedMarking, availableMarking,
verifiedTransList, firedTransList, time-domain)
23: sortedTransitionsList← SortByHigherPriority(translatedPN)
24: for all transition ∈ sortedTransitionsList do
25: if transition.GetTimeDomain() = time-domain and transition.Enabled() and
veri f iedTransList.NotExist(transition) then
26: veri f iedTransList.Add(transition)
27: f iredTransList.Add(transition)
28: newUpdatedMarking ← updatedMarking − transition.DestroyTokens() +
transition.CreateTokens()
29: newAvailableMarking← availableMarking− transition.DestroyTokens()
30: newVeri f iedTransList← veri f iedTransList
31: CreateChildStates(parentId, InitialMarking, newUpdatedMarking,
newAvailableMarking, newVeri f iedTransList, f iredTransList,
time-domain)
32: stateSpace.AddNewState(parentId, newUpdatedMarking, f iredTransList)
33: f iredTransList.Remove(transition)
34: end if
35: end for
36: end function
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• lines 8 to 19 - while there are unprocessed states and the state-space is smaller than
a specific number, then the children of those unprocessed states are calculated and
added into the state-space;
• line 20 - the state-space file is created, containing the state-space and statistics (such
as the total number of states, the number of deadlocks, and the place bounds);
• line 9 - gets the number of unprocessed states;
• line 10 - sets the index to 0;
• lines 11 to 18 - for each unprocessed state, its children are calculated and added into
the state-space;
• line 12 - gets a specific unprocessed state;
• lines 13 to 15 - for each time-domain computes the children of a specific state (in
each iteration, only the transitions with a specific time-domain are considered);
• line 14 - computes the children of a state and adds them into the state-space;
• line 16 - removes the invalid states (this function checks for each state the invalid fir-
ing combinations, and removes the associated children) (the function called in line
14, checks all possible firing combinations, without taking into account variables
(such as inputs) that can disable some firing combinations);
• line 17 - increments the index;
• lines 22 to 36 - presents the function that computes the children of a state consid-
ering a specific time-domain, and add them into the state-space (this is a recursive
function, verifying all possible firing combinations);
• line 23 - sort transitions by higher priority;
• line 24 - for each transition;
• line 25 - checks if the transition is enabled, has a specific time-domain, and was not
verified;
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• line 26 - inserts the transition in the verified transition list;
• line 27 - inserts the transition in the fired transition list;
• line 28 - a new data structure with the new marking is created. The new marking
is equal to the old marking, minus the tokens destroyed by the transition, plus the
tokens created by the transition;
• line 29 - a new data structure with the new available marking is created. The new
available marking is equal to the old marking, minus the tokens destroyed by the
transition (this data structure is used to check if the next transition to be verified is
enabled);
• line 30 - a new verified transition list is created;
• line 31 - the function makes a recursive call with the updated lists;
• lines 32 to 33 - when the function ends up a new child state is added into the state-
space and the transition is removed from the fired transitions list.
The state-space of the Petri net model from Figure 3.16, considering an initial marking
where only place P1 is marked (M0(P1) = 1), is presented in Figure 3.20. Given that
Figure 3.16 is behaviorally equivalent to Figure 3.15, the state-space from Figure 3.20 is
also the state-space from Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.20: The state-space of the Petri net model from Figure 3.15 (which is also the
state-space from Figure 3.16 model), when in the initial marking only place P1 is marked
(M0(P1) = 1).
3.6.3 Place bound
The state-space supports not only the behaviorally verification, but it also provides in-
formation required to implement the distributed GALS system. The memory resources
required to implement the components are specified by the Petri net places, and the mem-
ory resources length is given by the bound of the associated places. The maximal number
of messages that can be simultaneously on a specific asynchronous-channel, is given by
the bound of its associated place pgoing (which is part of its behaviorally equivalent Petri
net sub-model, as presented in Figures 3.17 and 3.18). The bound of a place, which is the
maximal number of tokens that can be simultaneously in that place, can be obtained in
the state-space and is given by equation 3.32. The extended model-checking tool com-
putes the bounds during the state-space generation, and at the end presents them in the
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resulting statistics, as presented in Figure 3.20. The bound of a place (p) is given by:
∀p∈P(bound(p) = max(∀m∈[0..n](#Mm(p)))) (3.32)
where:
• P is the set of all places, which includes the component places and the places associ-
ated to the asynchronous-channels (pgoing, ...) inserted by the translation algorithm
presented in section 3.6.1;
• n + 1 is the number of state-space nodes;
• m is the order of a state-space node;
• #Mm(p) is the number of tokens that are in the place p in the node m of the state-
space.
The model-checking tool must insert the place bounds into the Petri net model that
specifies the distributed GALS system, making it bounded to supports its implementa-
tion. A bounded low-level Petri net class for GALS-DESs is given by equation 3.33 and a
bounded high-level Petri net class for GALS-DESs is given by equation 3.34.
PNGALS = (PNAC, bound) = (P, T, F, W, M0, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr, td, AC, bound) (3.33)
HLPNB = (HLPNAC, bound) =
(P, T, F, Sig, V, H, Type, AN, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr, pq, td, AC, cv, bound)
(3.34)
where bound is a function that associates places to non-negative integers (N0 = {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}),
as presented in equation 3.35.
bound : P→N0 (3.35)
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3.7 Decomposition into implementable sub-models
To support the implementation of each synchronous component, it is required to decom-
pose the global Petri net model (with time-domains and asynchronous-channels) into a
set of implementable Petri net models, where each model specifies one synchronous com-
ponent. A decomposition algorithm (Algorithm 3) that reads the global Petri net model
and creates one Petri net model (a PNML file) for each synchronous component, is pre-
sented in this section. This algorithm introduces in each model input and output events,
which may have associated data, to specify the interaction between the synchronous com-
ponent and the communications nodes.
3.7.1 Input and output events with associated data
To specify the exchange of data between synchronous components and communication
nodes, the association of data variables with input and output events, is proposed. The
events presented in section 3.2 can be used to specify the interaction between synchronous
components and communication nodes, but do not specify the exchange of data, as often
required in high-level Petri nets. This subsection proposes two partial functions for high-
level Petri nets: one applies input events to sub-sets of variables (equation 3.36) and the
other applies output events to sub-sets of variables (equation 3.37). A high-level Petri net
class that includes the previous proposed concepts, plus the association of data variables
with input and output events, is given by equation 3.38.
iev : IE′ ⇒ P(V) (3.36)
oev : OE′ ⇒ P(V) (3.37)
HLPNGALS = (HLPNB, iev, oev) =
(P, T, F, Sig, V, H, Type, AN, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr, pq, td, AC, cv, bound, iev, oev)
(3.38)
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It is important to note that the input and output events with associated data, which
are proposed to specify the interaction between the distributed controllers and the com-
munication nodes, can also be used to specify the interaction between the components
and the environment.
3.7.2 Decomposition algorithm
The proposed algorithm reads the PNML with the global model and generates a new
PNML file for each synchronous component (for each time-domain). The generated PNML
files can be used as inputs in C code generators (such as [14, 87] and in VHDL code gen-
erators (such as [37, 88]), supporting the automatic generation of the components imple-
mentation code. This decomposition algorithm was implemented during this work in the
IOPT-tools [87].
To generate the model of each synchronous component, this algorithm first makes a
copy of the global model, then removes the asynchronous-channels, the places, the transi-
tions, the arcs, the inputs, and outputs, which do not specify the specific component, and
finally inserts extra sub-nets or at least extra input and output events (in high-level they
can have associated data variables) to specify the interaction between the synchronous
component and its communication nodes. For each set of transitions that are target of
an asynchronous-channel, where one of them is source of an AckAC, a new transition
(tdeliver) is added. For each transition that is source of a NotAC (tsource), a new sub-net is
added. This sub-net includes a new transition (tnotenabled), a new place (pxor), and new
arcs ({asx, axs, anx, axn}), where asx = ({tsource} × {pxor}), axs = ({pxor} × {tsource}),
anx = ({tnotenabled} × {pxor}), axn = ({pxor} × {tnotenabled}). The priority of the
transition tnotenabled is lower than the priority of the tsource. Input events are associated
with the transitions that are target of asynchronous-channels, with the transitions tdeliver
(if exists), and with the transitions tnotenabled (if exists). Finally, output events are asso-
ciated with the transitions that are source of SimpleACs, with the transitions tdeliver (if
exists), and with the transitions tnotenabled (if exists).
The decomposition algorithm is presented in Algorithms 3 and 4, where:
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Algorithm 3 The decomposition algorithm that reads the global model and extracts the
components sub-models, supporting their implementation. (continues)
Require: globalPNname
1: globalPN ← Read(globalPNname)
2: timedomainList← GetTimeDomains(globalPN)
3: for all timeD ∈ timedomainList do
4: componentPN ← globalPN
5: for all p ∈ componentPN.P do
6: if componentPN.td(p) 6= timeD then
7: componentPN.RemovePlace(p)
8: end if
9: end for
10: for all pac ∈ componentPN.Pac do
11: if ∃(at ∈ globalPN.At) : at = (pac, tt) ∧ td(tt) = timeD then
12: as : as ∈ globalPN.As ∧ as = (ts, pac)
13: componentPN.AddNewInEv(pac, ChannelVariable(as))
14: end if
15: if ∃(as ∈ globalPN.As) : as = (ts, pac) ∧ td(ts) = timeD then
16: componentPN.AddNewOutEv(pac, ChannelVariable(as))
17: end if
18: targetIsAckACsource← FALSE
19: inEvRe f ← null
20: outEvRe f s← emptyList()
21: for all at ∈ componentPN.At : at = (pac, tt) ∧ td(tt) = timeD do
22: for all as ∈ componentPN.As : (as = (ts, paac) ∧ ts = tt) do
23: if paac ∈ globalPN.Paac then
24: targetIsAckACsource← TRUE
25: inEvRe f ← CreateInEvRe f (pac)
26: outEvRe f s.Add(CreateOutEvRe f (paac))
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: if targetIsAckACsource = TRUE then
31: componentPN.AddNewTransition(tdeliver, timeD, inEvRe f , outEvRe f s)
32: end if
33: componentPN.RemovePlace(pac)
34: end for
35: for all t ∈ componentPN.T do
36: if componentPN.td(t) 6= timeD then
37: componentPN.RemoveTransition(t)
38: else
39: isNACsource← FALSE
40: inEvRe f ← null
41: outEvRe f s← emptyList()
42: for all pac ∈ globalPN.Pac do
43: if ∃(at ∈ globalPN.At) : at = (pac, t) then
44: inEvRe f ← CreateInEvRe f (pac)
45: t.AddInEvRe f (inEvRe f )
46: end if
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Algorithm 4 Continuation of the Algorithm 3
47: if ∃(as ∈ globalPN.As) : as = (t, pac) then
48: if pac ∈ globalPN.Psac then
49: outEvRe f ← CreateOutEvRe f (pac)
50: t.AddOutEvRe f (outEvRe f )
51: end if
52: if pac ∈ globalPN.Pnac then
53: isNACsource← TRUE
54: outEvRe f s.Add(CreateOutEvRe f (pac))
55: end if
56: end if
57: end for
58: if isNACsource = TRUE then
59: componentPN.AddNewTrans(tnotenabled, timeD, inEvRe f , outEvRe f s)
60: componentPN.AddNewPlace(pxor, marking = 1)
61: componentPN.AddNewArc(t, pxor)
62: componentPN.AddNewArc(pxor, t)
63: componentPN.AddNewArc(tnotenabled, pxor)
64: componentPN.AddNewArc(pxor, tnotenabled)
65: componentPN.AddNewPriorityHigherLower(t, tnotenabled)
66: end if
67: end if
68: end for
69: for all a ∈ componentPN.A : a = (x, y) do
70: if globalPN.td(x) 6= timeD ∨ globalPN.td(y) 6= timeD then
71: componentPN.RemoveArc(a)
72: end if
73: end for
74: for all as ∈ componentPN.As do
75: componentPN.RemoveArc(as)
76: end for
77: for all at ∈ componentPN.At do
78: componentPN.RemoveArc(at)
79: end for
80: CreateNewPNML f ile(componentPN)
81: end for
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• line 1 - the Petri net model (globalPNname) with time-domains and asynchronous-
channels is read into the globalPN data structure;
• line 2 - it is created a list with all time-domains of the globalPN;
• lines 3 to 79 - for each time-domain of the globalPN data structure, it is created the
Petri net model of the associated synchronous component;
• line 80 - the created Petri net model is saved into a PNML file;
• line 4 - the globalPN data structure is cloned into the new data structure (compo-
nentPN);
• lines 5 to 9 - for each place of the componentPN data structure, if its time-domain
is not the time-domain of the component that is being extracted, then it is removed
from the componentPN data structure;
• lines 10 to 34 - for each asynchronous channel place of the componentPN data struc-
ture: if its target transitions time-domain is equal to the component time-domain,
a new input event (with or without data variables) is added; if its source transition
time-domain is equal to the component time-domain, a new output event (with or
without data variables) is added; if any of its targets is source of an AckAC (and
the target time-domain is equal to the component time-domain), a new transition
tdeliver with an input event and one or more output events (one for each AckAC) is
added; and it is removed from the componentPN data structure;
• line 35 - for each transition of the componentPN data structure;
• lines 36 to 37 - if the transition time-domain is not the time-domain of the compo-
nent that is being extracted, then it is removed from the componentPN data struc-
ture;
• lines 38 and 42 - else, for each asynchronous channel place of the globalPN data
structure;
• lines 43 to 46 - if the transition is target of an asynchronous-channel, an input event
is associated to the transition;
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• lines 47 to 51 - if the transition is source of a SimpleAC, an output event is associated
to the transition;
• lines 52 to 55 - if the transition is source of a NotAC, an output event reference is
added to the list of output event references that will be associated to the a transition
tnotenabled;
• lines 58 to 66 - if the transition is source of a NotAC, a sub-model is added and
connected to the transition;
• lines 69 to 73 - for each arc, if its source or target node time-domain is different than
the time-domain of the component that is being extracted, then the arc is removed;
• lines 74 to 76 - all source channel arcs are removed;
• lines 77 to 79 - all target channel arcs are removed.
The Petri net sub-models that were obtained after the decomposition of the model
from Figure 3.15 are presented in Figure 3.21. These sub-models support the implemen-
tation of the four synchronous components, using the IOPT-tools [87] automatic code
generators, such as the C code generator [87] and the VHDL code generator [88]. These
tools check the place bounds (added by the model-checking tool) to determine the mem-
ory resources required to implement the places.
3.8 Implementing asynchronous-channels
To implement the proposed asynchronous-channels (that specify components interac-
tion), it is required to determine their memory resources, namely their buffers size. The
number of memory resources depends on the number of asynchronous-channels, and
the length of the memory resources depends on the number of messages that can be si-
multaneously on the network. A set of equations to determine the number of memory
resources (required to implement the asynchronous-channels) and their length, is pro-
posed, supporting the implementation of communication networks using:
• asynchronous wrappers with FIFO buffers [56]; or
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Figure 3.21: The sub-models that support the components implementation of the dis-
tributed GALS system specified in Figure 3.15.
• communication nodes:
– in a point-to-point topology:
– in a bus topology; or
– in a ring topology.
The Petri net model presented in Figure 3.22 is used through this section as an illustra-
tive example. The components are implemented using the sub-models presented in Fig-
ure 3.23, used as inputs for automatic code generators. These sub-models are generated
by the decomposition tool that implements the algorithm presented in section 3.7. The
memory resources required to implement the communication channels are scaled using
the proposed equations. To use these equations, in addition to the specification presented
in Figure 3.22, it is required to know the place bounds, which are obtained in the associ-
ated state-space, as described in subsection 3.6.3. The model-checking tool, which imple-
ments the algorithms presented in section 3.6, creates the behaviorally equivalent Petri
net model presented in Figure 3.24 and generates its associated state-space, providing the
required place bounds that are presented in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.22: A Petri net model specifying three synchronous components in interaction.
Figure 3.23: The Petri net sub-models that support the (synchronous) components im-
plementation of the distributed GALS system specified in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.24: The Petri net model that is behaviorally equivalent to the Petri net model
from Figure 3.22.
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Table 3.1: The place bounds of the Petri net model from Figure 3.24 (behaviorally equiv-
alent to Figure 3.22).
Place Bound
P1 2
P2 2
P3 2
P4 1
P5 1
P6 1
P7 1
pgoingAC1 2
pgoingAC2 2
pgoingAC3 2
pgoingAC4 2
pgoingAC5 2
parrivedAC1 1
parrivedAC2 1
parrivedAC3 1
parrivedAC4 1
parrivedAC5 1
plimitAC1 1
plimitAC2 1
plimitAC3 1
plimitAC4 1
plimitAC5 1
pxorAC3 1
3.8.1 Using asynchronous wrappers with FIFO buffers
Each asynchronous-channel can be implemented through an asynchronous wrapper with
a FIFO buffer, such as the one presented in [56]. The block diagram of the system speci-
fied in Figure 3.22, using wrappers to support components interaction, is presented in
Figure 3.25. Before generating these wrappers, it is required to determine their FIFO
buffers size. The number of wrappers is equal to the number of asynchronous-channels
(#wrappers = #AC). Each wrapper has one FIFO buffer and its size depends on the num-
ber of messages that can be simultaneously in the wrapper. This number is equal to the
number of messages that can be simultaneously in the associated asynchronous-channel,
which in turn is given by its associated place pgoing bound (obtained in the state-space
considering the equation 3.32). For the illustrative example, the buffer size to each of the
five wrappers, is equal to two, as presented in Table 3.1 (∀x∈{1,2,3,4,5}(pgoingACx = 2)).
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Figure 3.25: The block diagram of the model from Figure 3.22 when using asynchronous
wrappers with FIFO buffers to implement the channels.
3.8.2 Using network communication nodes
Networks with different topologies, such as point-to-point (p2p), bus, and ring, can sup-
port components interaction. Networks with point-to-point topology are faster, but re-
quire more communication nodes (although simpler). Compared to p2p, networks with
bus topology require less communication nodes, but more complex, given that they have
to manage the access to the channel. Networks with ring topologies, when compared to
p2p, also have less communication nodes, but the communication is slower and their
nodes are more complex (because it is required to forward messages). Through this sub-
section is presented how to size the communication nodes for these three network topolo-
gies.
In a network with point-to-point topology, each pair of components interact through
a dedicated link, which is composed by two network nodes, one in each component.
This means that each component has one or more communication nodes, one for each
component with which it interacts. For instance, to use a network with point-to-point
topology in the system specified by Figure 3.22, where the component 1 interacts with
components 2 and 3, the component 1 requires two communication nodes (N1 and N2),
as presented in Figure 3.26). In a point-to-point topology, any pair of components has a
dedicated link, if and only if there are (one or more) asynchronous-channels specifying
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the interaction between those components:
Pacx,y 6= ∅ (3.39)
where Pacx,y is the set of all asynchronous channel places of the asynchronous-channels
that connect the component x to component y, and is expressed by:
∀x,y∈TD(Pacx,y = {pac : pac ∈ Pac ∧ ∃(ts,pac)∈As(td(ts) = x) ∧ ∃(pac,tt)∈At(td(tt) = y)})
(3.40)
where TD is the set of all time-domains, and is given by:
TD = {d : d ∈N∧ ∃t∈T(d = td(t)}) (3.41)
Figure 3.26: The block diagram of the model from Figure 3.22 when using communica-
tion nodes in a point-to-point topology to implement the channels.
In a network with point-to-point topology, each component has one or more com-
munication nodes, whereas in a network bus or with ring topology, each component has
one and only one communication node. Two block diagrams of the model from Figure
3.22, considering networks with bus or with ring topology, are presented in Figures 3.27
and 3.28. In both block diagrams, component 1 has one communication node (N1), the
component 2 has another communication node (N2), and the component 3 also has one
communication node (N3).
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Figure 3.27: The block diagram of the model from Figure 3.22 when using communica-
tion nodes in a bus topology to implement the channels.
Figure 3.28: The block diagram of the model from Figure 3.22 when using communica-
tion nodes in a ring topology to implement the channels.
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For each of the mentioned topologies, and regardless of the communication protocol
and implementation platform, any communication node must perform a set of tasks.
Each communication node must:
• store the events (which in high-level Petri nets may have associated data variables)
generated by the associated component;
• create and send the network-messages (reporting the generated events);
• receive and decompose network-messages; and
• store the received events (which will be delivered to the associated component).
In the ring topology, the communication nodes must additionally forward network-mes-
sages.
Communication nodes require a set of output buffers (to store the generated events),
one for each transition that is source of an asynchronous-channel. This is because the
events generated by the source transition of an asynchronous channel are stored in a spe-
cific output buffer until being sent. For Figure 3.22, regardless of the network topology,
five output buffers are required, as presented in Figures 3.26, 3.27, and 3.28:
• the events generated by transition T1 of component 1 that are transmitted through
the asynchronous-channel AC1, are stored in the buffer ob1;
• the events generated by T4 of component 2 that are transmitted through the AC2,
are stored in the buffer ob2;
• the events generated by T4 of component 2 that are transmitted through the AC3,
are stored in the buffer ob3;
• the events generated by T4 of component 2 that are transmitted through the AC4,
are stored in the buffer ob4;
• the events generated by T6 of component 3 that are transmitted through the AC5,
are stored in the buffer ob5.
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For each component (c), the number of output buffers is equal to the number asynchro-
nous-channels (ACs) that leave the component. The set of all asynchronous channel places
(PACleavec) from ACs that leave the component (c) is given by equation 3.42.
∀c∈TD(PACleavec = {pac : pac ∈ Pac ∧ ∃(t,pac)∈As(td(t) = c)}) (3.42)
Each communication node has an input buffer for each asynchronous-channel that is
source of the component. The input buffer stores the received events (which in high-level
Petri nets may have associated data variables) until being consumed by the component.
The number of input buffers is equal to the number of output buffers, which is five in the
application example (regardless of the network topology), as presented in Figures 3.26,
3.27, and 3.28:
• the events received through the asynchronous-channel AC1, are stored in the input
buffer ib1;
• the events received through the AC2, are stored in the buffer ib2;
• the events received through the AC3, are stored in the buffer ib3;
• the events received through the AC4, are stored in the buffer ib4;
• the events received through the AC5, are stored in the buffer ib5.
For each component (c), the number of input buffers is equal to the number asynchro-
nous-channels (ACs) that enter the component. The set of all asynchronous channel places
(PACenterc) from ACs that enter the component (c) is given by equation 3.43.
∀c∈TD(PACenterc = {pac : pac ∈ Pac ∧ ∃(pac,t)∈At(td(t) = c)}) (3.43)
The output buffer size of an asynchronous-channel source component is equal to the
input buffer size of the same channel target component, and is equal to the asynchronous-
channel bound (given by equation 3.32). The buffers size to implement the system speci-
fied by the Petri net model from Figure 3.22 is presented in Table 3.2.
In the ring topology, each component always receives network-messages from the
same component and sends/forwards network-messages through the same component,
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Table 3.2: The communication nodes buffers size for the system specified in Figure 3.22.
Buffer Input/Output Component Associated AC AC bound Buffer size
ob1 output 1 AC1 2 2
ob2 output 2 AC2 2 2
ob3 output 2 AC3 2 2
ob4 output 2 AC4 2 2
ob5 output 3 AC5 2 2
ib1 input 2 AC1 2 2
ib2 input 1 AC2 2 2
ib3 input 1 AC3 2 2
ib4 input 3 AC4 2 2
ib5 input 1 AC5 2 2
regardless of the network-message source and target addresses. For instance, in model
from Figure 3.22, the component 2 sends messages to component 1; however, if used a
network with a ring topology such as the one presented in Figure 3.28, when the compo-
nent 2 wants to send a message to component 1, it sends it indirectly (to component 3,
which forwards it to component 1). The component 3, between the receipt of a network-
message for another component and its forwarding, must store it in a crossing buffer,
such as the cb2 and the cb3, presented in Figure 3.28).
If the time-domain defines the order in the ring, the set of all asynchronous channel
places (PACcrossc) of asynchronous-channels that cross one component (c) is given by
equation 3.44.
∀c∈TD(PACcrossc = {pac : pac ∈ Pac ∧ ∃(ts,pac)∈As∧(pac,tt)∈At(
(td(ts) < td(tt) ∧ td(ts) < c ∧ c < td(tt))∨
(td(ts) > td(tt) ∧ td(ts) < c ∧ c < (td(tt) + #TD))∨
(td(ts) > td(tt) ∧ (td(ts)− #TD) < c ∧ c < td(tt)))})
(3.44)
The size of a crossing buffer associated to an asynchronous-channel, is equal to the
size of the output and input buffers associated to that asynchronous-channel, and is equal
to the bound of the asynchronous-channel, which is given by equation 3.32. The crossing
buffers size for the Petri net model from Figure 3.22 is presented in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: The communication nodes crossing buffers size to implement the system spec-
ified in Figure 3.22 using a network with ring topology.
Crossing buffer Component Associated AC AC bound Buffer size
cb2 3 AC2 2 2
cb3 3 AC3 2 2
3.9 Meta-models of the proposed extensions
This section presents the meta-models of the extended low-level Petri nets and high-level
Petri nets, given by equations 3.45 and 3.46. The meta-models are specified through UML
class diagrams constrained by OCLs.
PNGALS = (P, T, F, W, M0, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr, td, AC, bound) (3.45)
HLPNGALS = (P, T, F, Sig, V, H, Type, AN, IE, OE, ie, oe, pr, pq, td, AC, cv, bound, iev, oev)
(3.46)
3.9.1 Meta-model for low-level Petri nets
The meta-model of the low-level Petri net classes extended with the concepts proposed
in this chapter is presented in Figure 3.29. The meta-model of each concept is defined in a
package. Figure 3.29 presents the relation between the proposed packages and the PT-net
package (presented in section 2.5).
Figure 3.29: The relation between the proposed packages and the PT-net package.
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The package that extends low-level Petri nets with time-domains and asynchronous-
channels is presented in Figure 3.30. This meta-model defines that:
• each transition has a time-domain;
• each normal place has a time-domain;
• a normal arc always connect one transition to normal place and a normal place to a
transition;
• an asynchronous channel place cannot have time-domain, have one an only one input
channel arc, and have one or more output channel arcs;
• two channel arcs with the same source asynchronous channel place have target transi-
tions with equal time-domain;
• the source transition time-domain of an asynchronous-channel is different from
their target transitions time-domain;
• the source transition of a SimpleAC or AckAC is the target transition of another
asynchronous-channel.
The package that defines the priorities is presented in Figure 3.31. This package en-
sures that two transitions in a structural conflict must have different priorities, solving
the conflict and ensuring determinism.
The Bound package is presented in Figure 3.32. Each place can have an associated
bound. During the distributed GALS system specification, places do not have an asso-
ciated bound, which is inserted in the model file after the model verification through
model-checking tools, enabling the distributed GALS model implementation.
The Declaration package and the IO event package are presented in Figures 3.33 and
3.34. These packages define that input and output events are Petri net and page annota-
tions, which are then associated to transitions.
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Figure 3.30: The package that extends the PT-net with time-domains and asynchronous-
channels.
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Figure 3.31: The package that extends the package "Time-domain & Asynchronous-
channel" with priorities.
Figure 3.32: The package that extends the package "Time-domain & Asynchronous-
channel" with bounds.
Figure 3.33: The package that extends the package "Time-domain & Asynchronous-
channel" with declarations.
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Figure 3.34: The package that extends the package "Declarations" with input and output
events.
3.9.2 Meta-model for high-level Petri nets
The packages that extend high-level Petri nets with the proposed concepts are presented
in this sub-section. Their relation with the HLCoreStructure (briefly presented in section
2.5) is shown in Figure 3.35. Except for the Declaration package, which is not required
in high-level Petri nets that include declarations in the Term package (defined in the in-
ternational standard ISO/IEC 15909-2 [52]), all the other packages that are proposed for
low-level Petri nets are also proposed for high-level Petri nets.
For high-level Petri nets an additional package is proposed. The Vars & Constraints
package defines that: only source channel arcs can be associated to sets of variables (spec-
ifying the variables that are transmitted through the asynchronous-channels); events can
have associated variables (the variables that are sent and received in the messages); each
place is a priority queue; a channel arc do not have HLAnnotation; an asyncchannel place
do not have Type nor HLMarking; two transitions with the same target place must have
different priorities; and two places (queues) with the same target transition must have
different priorities.
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Figure 3.35: The overview of the UML packages of the extended PNML to support the
specification of distributed GALS systems through high-level Petri nets.
Figure 3.36: The package that extends introduces channel variables, event variables, and
a set of constraints.
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To validate this work proposals, the IOPT-tools were extended and used to develop sev-
eral distributed embedded systems with GALS execution semantics. The development
of three of those systems is presented in this chapter: (1) a distributed traffic controller,
to constraint the number of vehicles in a transit area; (2) a distributed small goods lift
controller; and (3) a distributed controller for a parking lot (for cars and trucks). Finally,
this chapter presents a discussion section.
4.1 IOPT-tools extended for GALS-DESs
The IOPT-tools [39, 87], composed by a set of tools to develop automation and embed-
ded systems, were extended during this work to develop GALS-DESs. To support the
edition of Petri net models with the proposed time-domains (TDs) and asynchronous-
channels (ACs), the IOPT Web editor was extended. The IOPT Web editor enable the cre-
ation of Petri net models with priorities, bounds, input and output events, and also with
input and output signals. The inputs and outputs (events or signals) were used to spec-
ify the interaction between the controllers and the environment. The input and output
events were used to specify the interaction between the components and the communi-
cation nodes. To support the state-space generation of Petri net models with TDs and
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ACs, the IOPT model-checking tool was extended with the algorithms proposed in sec-
tion 3.6; however, with some minor changes to produce smaller state-spaces (merging the
states where only the marking of the places that specify that messages had just arrived
the target components change). The state-space supports behavior verification (through
properties extraction) and provides required data to support the generation of the sys-
tem implementation code. To support the decomposition of Petri net models with TDs
and ACs into a set of implementable sub-models, a decomposition tool (implementing
the algorithm proposed in section 3.7) was developed and included into the IOPT-tools.
The sub-models implementation code (C or VHDL) can be automatically generated us-
ing the IOPT code generators [14, 87, 88]. Finally, to support the communication channels
implementation, namely through asynchronous wrappers [27, 56] and through the com-
munication nodes proposed in [28] based on the RS-232 serial protocol, the equations
proposed in section 3.8 were used. A code generator tool is currently under development
and will support the communication nodes automatic generation.
4.2 The traffic distributed controller
4.2.1 Introduction
The development of a traffic distributed controller, from its specification until its deploy-
ment into a FPGA based platform, is presented. The traffic controller constraints the num-
ber of vehicles in a transit area, which has an entering door and an exit door, as presented
in Figure 4.1. Each door has two sensors to detect entering and leaving vehicles. Addi-
tionally, the entering door has a traffic semaphore, with a red and a green light. When
the number of vehicles is bigger that a specific number, the red light is on, otherwise the
green light is on.
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Figure 4.1: The transit area layout.
The distributed controller is composed by two interacting components, one (the com-
ponent 1) in the entrance area and the other (the component 2) in the exit area. Compo-
nent 1 registers the entering vehicles and controls the traffic lights, whereas component
2 counts the leaving vehicles. The distributed controller block diagram with two compo-
nents is presented in Figure 4.2, where component 1 has the IOs:
• IS1 - an input connected to one entrance sensor;
• IS2 - an input connected to the other entrance sensor;
• OSred - the output connected to the red light;
• OSgreen - the output connected to the green light.
Component 2 has the IOs:
• IS3 - an input connected to one exit sensor;
• IS4 - an input connected to the other exit sensor.
Figure 4.2: The distributed traffic controller block diagram.
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4.2.2 Reusable sub-models
The controller of the entrance zone is specified by the IOPT Petri net sub-model presented
in Figure 4.3, and the controller of the exit zone is specified in Figure 4.4. Both controllers
check their sensors in a specific order, first if it is pressed one sensor, then if both sensors
are pressed, then if just the second sensor is pressed, and finally if both sensors are un-
pressed. When this occurs, one vehicle has entered or exit. When one vehicle enters, the
number of vehicles inside (registered in place PcapC of Figure 4.3) is incremented. When
one vehicle exits, the number of vehicles inside (registered in place PcarsIn of Figure 4.4)
is decremented. The controller 1 specified by the sub-model from Figure 4.3 turns on the
red light when the number of vehicles is bigger or equal that 20, otherwise it turns on
the green light. To ensure that the vehicles that enter with the red light on are counted,
the initial marking of place Pcapacity from Figure 4.3 model is 40 (which is the maximal
number of vehicles that can be physically in the area), and not just 20.
To illustrate two equivalent and available modeling approaches available in the IOPT-
tools (using condition guards or input events), in the model from Figure 4.3, transitions
have guards checking the input signals IS1 and IS2 values, whereas in the model from
Figure 4.3, transitions have input events checking if the input signals IS3 and IS4 invert
their values.
Figure 4.3: The IOPT Petri net sub-model that specifies the controller of the entrance
zone.
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Figure 4.4: The IOPT Petri net sub-model that specifies the controller of the exit zone.
4.2.3 The Petri net model of the distributed traffic controller
To create the global model of the distributed controller presented in Figure 4.5, the reusable
sub-models from Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are associated to the components time-domains (td:1
and td:2) and two asynchronous-channels (AC1 and AC2) are used to specify their inter-
action. Component 1 reports to component 2 about the entering vehicles and compo-
nent 2 reports to component 1 the leaving vehicles. When the component 1 transition
T7_IS1=0andIS2=0 fires, a message is sent through the asynchronous-channel AC1 (re-
porting that one vehicle has entered) into the component 2 transition Tin, which fires (be-
cause it is enabled). When the component 2 transition T17_IS3=0andIS4=0 fires, a message
is sent through the asynchronous-channel AC2 (reporting that one vehicle has exited) into
the component 1 transition Tout, which fires (because it is enabled).
4.2.4 Verification
To verify the global GALS-DES model presented in Figure 4.5, the extended IOPT model
checking tool, was used. The generated state-space has:
• 197456 states and
• 0 deadlocks.
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Figure 4.5: The global Petri net model of the GALS distributed traffic controller.
To verify the model behavior, the set of queries presented in Table 4.1 was used. Addi-
tionally, the IOPT model checking tool also provides the place bounds, which are pre-
sented in Table 4.2. This table shows that the number of vehicles is never bigger that 40
(as desired). Additionally, the place bounds additionally support the memory resources
scaling, supporting the components and the communication channels implementation.
Table 4.1: The verification queries for the traffic controller model.
Query No states Meaning
PnoCarIn + PcarPa + PcarPb +
PcarPc <> 1 0
the part of the model that checks
the entrance sensors is always in 1
of the 4 possible states
PnoCarOut + PcarPd + PcarPe +
PcarPf <> 1 0
the part of the model that checks
the exit sensors is always in 1 of the
4 possible states
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Table 4.2: The place bounds of the traffic controller model.
Place Bound
Pcapacity 40
PcapC 40
PcarsIn 40
PcarsInC 40
all other places 1
AC1 "pgpoing" place 40
AC2 "pgpoing" place 40
4.2.5 Decomposition into implementable sub-models
To decompose the global GALS-DES model presented in Figure 4.5 into its implementable
sub-models (Figures 4.6 and 4.7), the decomposition tool that implements the algorithm
proposed in section 3.7 was used. The implementable sub-models are similar to the initial
reusable sub-models (Figures 4.3 and 4.4); however, extra input and output events were
added (IEAC2, OEAC1, IEAC1, and OEAC2), specifying the interaction with the commu-
nication nodes. When the model has AckACs or NotACs, the implementable sub-models
have bigger differences, as illustrated in sections 4.3 and 4.4, where sub-nets are also
added.
Figure 4.6: The component 1 implementable model of the traffic controller.
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Figure 4.7: The component 2 implementable model of the traffic controller.
4.2.6 Deployment into an FPGA based platform
The distributed traffic controller was implemented twice in an FPGA based platform
(the Spartan-3 FPGA Starter Kit Board [105]), where two different implementations of
the communication channels were made. In the first implementation, the asynchronous
wrappers presented in [27], were used, whereas in the second implementation, the com-
munication nodes proposed in [28], were used.
4.2.6.1 Using asynchronous wrappers
The traffic controller block diagram, using two asynchronous wrappers to implement
the asynchronous-channels, is presented in Figure 4.8. To implement these wrappers, it
is required to scale their FIFO buffers. A prototype of the distributed traffic controller,
considering that the maximal number of vehicles that can be in the area is 3, was made.
For this capacity, the place bounds provided by the model-checking tool are presented in
Table 4.3. The length of the FIFO buffers, which is equal to the bound of the associated
asynchronous-channel, is equal to 3. The resources occupied in the FPGA by the two
synchronous components and by the two asynchronous wrappers (with FIFO buffers
length equal to 3), is presented in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.8: The traffic controller block diagram with asynchronous wrappers.
Table 4.3: The place bounds of the traffic controller model (for capacity 3).
Place Bound
Pcapacity 3
PcapC 3
PcarsIn 3
PcarsInC 3
all other places 1
AC1 "pgpoing" place 3
AC2 "pgpoing" place 3
Table 4.4: Device utilization summary considering an implementation with asynchronous
wrappers.
Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization
Total Number Slice Registers 131 3840 3%
Number used as Flip Flops 129
Number used as Latches 2
Number of 4 input LUTs 174 3840 4%
Number of occupied Slices 108 1920 5%
Number of Slices containing only related logic 108 108 100%
Number of Slices containing unrelated logic 0 108 0%
Total Number of 4 input LUTs 174 3840 4%
Number of bonded IOBs 13 173 7%
Number of BUFGMUXs 2 8 25%
Number of DCMs 1 4 25%
Average Fanout of Non-Clock Nets 3.82
4.2.6.2 Using serial communication nodes
In the second implementation, instead of asynchronous wrappers, serial communication
nodes in a point-to-point topology were used, as presented in Figure 4.9. In this imple-
mentation it was considered that the maximal number of vehicles that can be in the area
is 1. The place bounds for this capacity are presented in Table 4.5. The buffers length (ob1,
ib1, ob2, and ib2), which are equal to the associated asynchronous-channel bounds, are
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equal to 1. The resources occupied in the FPGA by this implementation are presented in
Table 4.6.
Figure 4.9: The traffic controller block diagram with serial communication nodes.
Table 4.5: The place bounds of the traffic controller model (for capacity 1).
Place Bound
Pcapacity 1
PcapC 1
PcarsIn 1
PcarsInC 1
all other places 1
AC1 "pgpoing" place 1
AC2 "pgpoing" place 1
Table 4.6: Device utilization summary considering an implementation with serial com-
munication nodes.
Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization
Number of Slice Flip Flops 615 3840 16%
Number of 4 input LUTs 804 3840 20%
Number of occupied Slices 481 1920 25%
Number of Slices containing only related logic 481 481 100%
Number of Slices containing unrelated logic 0 481 0%
Total Number of 4 input LUTs 804 3840 20%
Number used as logic 734
Number used as Shift registers 70
Number of bonded IOBs 12 173 6%
Number of BUFGMUXs 2 8 25%
Number of DCMs 1 4 25%
Average Fanout of Non-Clock Nets 4.23
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4.3 The small goods lift distributed controller
4.3.1 Introduction
The development of a small goods lift distributed controller is presented in this section.
The elevator carry goods in a two floor building as presented in Figure 4.10. In the second
floor there are three press buttons: (1) one to request going up; (2) one to request going
down; and (3) one to ring the hurry up bell that is in the first floor. In the first floor there
are a bell and three press buttons: (1) one to request going up; (2) one to request going
down; and (3) one to turn off the hurry up bell. Additionally, each floor has a limit switch,
a presence light, and a door. Each door has a lock and two sensors indicating if the door
is open or closed, and if it is locked.
Figure 4.10: The small goods lift layout.
The small goods lift distributed controller is composed by three components. Com-
ponent 1 controls the second floor door and the push buttons; component 2 controls the
motor and the limit switches; and component 3 controls the first floor door, the push
buttons, and the bell. The block diagram with the three components and their associated
inputs and outputs (IOs) is presented in Figure 4.11. The component 1 has a set of IOs:
• InSb2up - the input controlled by request button to go up in the second floor;
• OuSb2upLight - the output connected to the light of the push button to go up of the
second floor (indicating that the elevator is going up);
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• InSb2dw - the input controlled by request button to go down in the second floor;
• OuSb2dwLight - the output connected to the light of the push button to down up of
the second floor (indicating that the elevator is going down);
• OuSinF2 - the output connected to the presence light that is in the second floor
(indicating that the elevator is in the second floor);
• InSd2sensor - the input that indicates whether the second floor door is open or
closed;
• OuSd2lock - the output that locks the second floor door;
• InSd2locked - the input that indicates that the second floor door is locked;
• OuSd2lock - the output that unlocks the second floor door;
• InS_bellButton - the input controlled by push button to turn on the bell.
Figure 4.11: The small goods lift controller block diagram.
The component 2 has the IOs:
• OuS_motorUp - the output connected to the motor (elevator up);
• OuS_motorDown - the output connected to the motor (elevator down);
• OuS_elevGoUp - the output indicating that the elevator is going up;
• OuS_elevGoDown - the output indicating that the elevator is going down;
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• OuS_inF2 - the input controlled by limit switch of the second floor;
• OuS_inF1 - the input controlled by limit switch of the first floor.
Finally, component 3 has the IOs:
• InSb1up - the input controlled by request button to go up in the first floor;
• OuSb1upLight - the output connected to the light of the push button to go up of the
first floor (indicating that the elevator is going up);
• InSb1dw - the input controlled by request button to go down in the first floor;
• OuSb1dwLight - the output connected to the light of the push button to down up of
the first floor (indicating that the elevator is going down);
• OuSinF1 - the output connected to the presence light that is in the first floor (indi-
cating that the elevator is in the first floor);
• InSd1sensor - the input that indicates whether the first floor door is open or closed;
• OuSd1lock - the output that locks the first floor door;
• InSd1locked - the input that indicates if the first floor door is locked;
• OuSd1lock - the output that unlocks the first floor door;
• OuS_bellOn - the output that is connected to the bell;
• InS_turnO f f Bell - the input controlled by push button to turn off the bell.
4.3.2 Reusable sub-models
The request button controllers, the bell controller, the door controllers, the motor con-
troller, and the limit switch controller, are specified by five reusable IOPT Petri net sub-
models (presented in Figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16). The controller of the push
button that turns on the bell is specified by Figure 4.12, the bell controller is specified
by Figure 4.13 model (when the place PbellOn is marked, the output signal OuS_bellOn
turns on the bell). The door controller, which locks and unlocks the elevator door, and
checks if the door is open, closed, or locked, is specified in Figure 4.14. The controller of
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the request button that calls the elevator is specified in Figure 4.15 (it turns the button
light if the request is accepted). Finally, the controller of the motor (to go up and down)
and limit switches that detect the arriving of the elevator at each floor, is specified in
Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.12: The IOPT Petri net sub-model that specifies the controller of the bell push
button.
Figure 4.13: The IOPT Petri net model that specifies the bell controller.
Figure 4.14: The IOPT Petri net model that specifies the door controller.
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Figure 4.15: The IOPT Petri net model that specifies the controller of the push button to
move the elevator.
Figure 4.16: The IOPT Petri net model that specifies the controller of the motor and limit
switches.
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4.3.3 The Petri net model of the small goods lift distributed controller
The global GALS Petri net model that specifies the small goods lift distributed controller
(composed by three distributed components) was created using the five reusable sub-
models. Each system component is specified through one or more IOPT Petri net models
(with synchronous and deterministic execution semantics). The component 1 is specified
using the models from Figures 4.12, 4.14, and 4.15. The model from Figure 4.15 is used
twice in the component 1, to specify the request button to go up and the request button to
go down. The component 2 is specified through the model from Figure 4.16. Finally, the
component 3 is specified using the models from Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15. The model
from Figure 4.15 is also used twice in the component 3, to specify the request button to
go up and the request button to go down. The models of each component are associated
with the components time-domain, and the models interaction is specified through the
proposed asynchronous-channels, as presented in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: The global Petri net model of the small goods lift distributed controller.
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4.3.4 Verification
The model presented in Figure 4.17 was verified using the extended IOPT model check-
ing tool. The obtained state-space has:
• 177468 states and
• 0 deadlocks.
The set of queries presented in Table 4.7 was used to extract a set of proprieties, support-
ing the global model behavioral verification. The IOPT-model checking tool also provides
the model place bounds (Table 4.8), required to scale the components and the communi-
cation channels memory resources.
Table 4.7: The verification queries of the small goods lift controller model.
Query No states Meaning
(PmotorDown = 1 OR PmotorUp = 1) AND
(Pd1locked = 0 OR Pd2locked = 0) 0
when the elevator is moving
the doors are locked
Pfloor1 = 1 AND PmotorDown = 1 0 when the elevator is in floor 1
it is never going down
Pfloor2 = 1 AND PmotorUp = 1 0 when the elevator is in floor 2
it is never going up
Pfloor1 = 1 AND PreqDown = 1 0
when the elevator is in floor
1, the requests to go down are
not saved
Pfloor2 = 1 AND PreqUp = 1 0
when the elevator is in floor
2, the requests to go up are
not saved
PmotorUp = 1 3264 in 3264 different states the el-
evator is going up
PmotorDown = 1 3264 in 3264 different states the el-
evator is going down
Table 4.8: The place bounds of the small goods lift controller model.
Place Bound
PbsUpClr 2
PbsDwClr 2
all other places 1
all asynchronous channel places "pgpoing" 1
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4.3.5 Decomposition into implementable sub-models
To obtain the implementable sub-model of each component, the decomposition tool that
implements the algorithm proposed in section 3.7 was used. The global model from Fig-
ure 4.17 was decomposed into the models from Figures 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20.
Figure 4.18: The component 1 implementable sub-model of the small goods lift dis-
tributed controller.
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Figure 4.19: The component 2 implementable sub-model of the small goods lift dis-
tributed controller.
Figure 4.20: The component 3 implementable sub-model of the small goods lift dis-
tributed controller.
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4.4 The parking lot distributed controller
4.4.1 Introduction
The development of a parking lot controller for cars and trucks, using high-level Petri
nets, is presented in this section. The parking lot has two entrances and one exit, as pre-
sented in figure 4.21, all of them can be used by cars and trucks. Each entrance has one
press button, one ticket printer, one gate, and one presence sensor. The exit has one pay-
ment machine, one gate, and one presence sensor.
Figure 4.21: The parking lot layout.
The distributed controller is composed by two interacting components, as illustrated
in the block diagram from Figure 4.22. The component 1 controls the entrance 1, the exit,
and manages the number of free/occupied parking places, whereas the component 2
controls the entrance 2. The component 1 has the IOs:
• in1Sensor - the input from the entrance sensor;
• pressIn1B(z) - the input event from the press button, which has an associated data
variable (z) to provide information about the vehicle type (car or truck);
• printTicket1 - the output that requests the ticket printing;
• missTicket1 - the input from the printer, which reports that the ticket was not claimed
and was retracted;
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• gotTicket1 - the input from the printer, which reports that the ticket was removed;
• openIn1gate - the output that is connected to the entrance gate (to open it);
• outSensor - the input from the exit sensor;
• pay(y) - the input event from the payment machine, which has an associated data
variable (y) to provide information about the vehicle type (car or truck);
• openOutgate - the output that is connected to the exit gate (to open it).
The component 2 has the IOs:
• in2Sensor - the input from the entrance sensor;
• pressIn2B(x) - the input event from the press button, which has an associated data
variable (x) to provide information about the vehicle type (car or truck);
• printTicket2 - the output that requests the ticket printing;
• missTicket2 - one input from the printer, which reports that the ticket was not
claimed and was retracted;
• gotTicket2 - the other input from the printer, which reports that the ticket was re-
moved;
• openIn2gate - the output that is connected to the entrance gate (to open it).
Figure 4.22: The parking controller block diagram.
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4.4.2 Reusable high-level Petri net sub-models
Two reusable high-level Petri net sub-models were created, the first one (presented in
Figure 4.23) specifies the entrance 1, the exit, and the parking places management con-
troller, whereas the second sub-model (presented in Figure 4.24) specifies the entrance
2 controller. A high-level Petri net class (similar to the Colored Petri net class [53]), ex-
tended with inputs and outputs (simple events, events with associated data variables,
and signals), transition priorities (solving conflicts), priority queues (avoiding ambigui-
ties), and time-domains (equipping each sub-model with synchronous and deterministic
execution semantics), was used to specify each reusable sub-model. The sub-model from
Figure 4.23 specifies the controller for a parking lot with 8 parking places for cars and 4
parking places for trucks. The entrance controller:
• checks if there is a vehicle in the entrance area;
• checks if the driver pressed the button;
• checks the vehicle type;
• requests the ticket printing (if there are available parking places);
• checks if the ticket was removed or missed;
• requests the gate opening.
Finally, the exit controller checks if there is a vehicle in the exit area, checks the payment
machine information, and requests the exit gate opening.
4.4.3 The Petri net model of the parking lot distributed controller
The global model of the parking lot distributed controller was created using the models
from Figures 4.23 and 4.24. The nodes from Figure 4.23 model were associated with the
component 1 time-domain (td:1), and the nodes from Figure 4.24 model were associated
with the component 2 time-domain (td:2). Four SimpleACs, one NotAC, and one AckAC,
were used to specify the interaction between the two components, as presented in Figure
4.25. The SimpleAC AC1 sends a message whenever there is a vehicle in the entrance 1
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Figure 4.23: The high-level Petri net sub-model that specifies the controller of the en-
trance 1, of the exit, and that manages the number of free/occupied parking places.
Figure 4.24: The high-level Petri net sub-model that specifies the controller of the en-
trance 2.
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and the button pressIn2B(x) is pressed. The NotAC AC2 sends a message when a mes-
sage from AC1 is delivered and there are no free parking places, whereas the SimpleAC
AC3 sends a message when the message from AC1 is delivered and there are free parking
places for that vehicle. The SimpleAC AC4 sends a message each time a ticket is missed,
canceling the entrance. The AckAC AC5 sends a message when a message from AC4 is
delivered, reporting the arriving of the message. Finally, the SimpleAC AC6 sends a mes-
sage to confirm that a vehicle got a ticket and that the gate is open.
Figure 4.25: The high-level Petri net model of the parking lot distributed controller.
4.4.4 Verification
Given that there are no available tools to support the development of GALS-DESs using
high-level Petri nets extended with the proposed concepts, the Petri net model presented
in Figure 4.25 was manually translated into its behaviorally equivalent low-level Petri
net model presented in Figure 4.26. The model from Figure 4.26 besides presenting the
controller behavior, was used to verify the behavioral proprieties.
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Figure 4.26: The low-level Petri net model behaviorally equivalent to the high-level Petri
net model from Figure 4.25.
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The low-level Petri net model was verified in the extended IOPT model-checking tool,
generating a state-space with:
• 401889 states, and
• 0 deadlocks.
The model behavior was verified through the set of queries presented in Table 4.9. The ex-
tended IOPT-model checking tool also provided the place bounds presented in Table 4.10,
which are required to determine the components and communication channels memory
resources.
Table 4.9: The verification queries of the parking lot controller model.
Query No states Meaning
PcarsOcc = 8 AND PtrucksOcc = 4 303 it is possible to have the park-
ing lot full
PcarsOcc > 8 OR PtrucksOcc > 4 0
the number of cars or trucks
in the car parking is never
bigger than the capacity
Pentering1 = 1 AND Pentering2 = 1
AND Ppaid = 1 2025
it is possible to have the three
gates simultaneously open
Table 4.10: The place bounds of the parking lot controller model.
Place Bound
PcarsFree 8
PcarsOcc 8
Ppending2car 8
PtrucksFree 4
PtrucksOcc 4
Ppending2truck 4
all other places 1
AC6carpgoing 8
AC6truckpgoing 4
all other asynchronous channel places "pgpoing" 1
4.4.5 Decomposition into implementable sub-models
The high-level (Figure 4.25) or the low-level (Figure 4.26) Petri net model of the global
distributed controller can be decomposed into a set of implementable sub-models. The
global model presented in Figure 4.26 can be decomposed using the IOPT decomposition
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tool that implements the algorithm proposed in section 3.7, and the resulting sub-models
implementation code can be generated using the IOPT code generators. However, the
global model from Figure 4.25 can also be decomposed into the models presented in
Figures 4.27 and 4.28, which can be used to generate the implementation code.
Figure 4.27: The component 1 implementable high-level Petri net model of the parking
lot distributed controller.
Figure 4.28: The component 2 implementable high-level Petri net model of the parking
lot distributed controller.
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4.5 Discussion
The IOPT-nets and the IOPT-tools (available online at http://gres.uninova.pt/), extended
during this work for GALS-DESs, were used to develop several distributed controllers
(with GALS execution semantics), such as the ones presented in this chapter. The reusable
sub-models and the global GALS-DES models were created in the extended IOPT Web
based editor (except for the high-level Petri net models, which were created in a drawing
tool). The extended model-checking tool, which includes the state-space generator and a
query engine, was very useful in the models validation, allowing the detection of many
specification errors. The decomposition tool developed in this work, was used to extract
the sub-models that were used as inputs in the IOPT automatic code generators, which
generated VHDL code and C code that supported the components implementation.
The developed GALS-DESs were implemented in hardware based platforms and in
software based platforms, interacting through heterogeneous communication networks.
Implementation platforms with Xilinx FPGAs (http://www.xilinx.com/), with Microchip
microcontrollers (http://www.microchip.com/), or with Arduinos (http://www.arduino.cc/)
were used. The asynchronous wrappers presented in [27] and the serial network com-
munication nodes (based on the RS-232 serial protocol) proposed in [28, 29], were used to
create the communication networks with point-to-point and ring topologies. The asyn-
chronous wrappers were used to support the interaction among FPGA based compo-
nents, whereas the network communication nodes were used to support the interaction
among FPGA based components and micro-controller based components.
The proposed asynchronous-channels specify the asynchronous interaction among
Petri net sub-models with different time-domains (specifying synchronous and distribu-
ted components). These channels provide a good understanding/visualization of the
components interaction; however, they only specify one-way communications, which
means that to specify two-way communications, two or more of these asynchronous-
channels must be used.
The extended IOPT model-checking tool was tested with Petri net models that have
state-spaces with up to millions of states, generating them in a few minutes. The state-
space (SS) generator creates an optimized C code for each Petri net (PN) model, which
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is then used to generate the SS. Table 4.11 presents for this chapter GALS-DES models,
the number of PN nodes, the number of states of the associated SS, and the SS generation
time. It is important to note that to produce smaller state-spaces, the model-checking tool
excluded some irrelevant states. As illustrated in the table, it is not possible to establish
proportionality between the variables SS states (the number of states) and SS generation
time. This is because the time taken to calculate each SS state is not constant, it depends
on several variables such as the number of analyzed transitions and the complexity of
the analyzed conditions. Furthermore, during the state-space generation, when the new
calculated state is repeated, it is not inserted into the SS, only a new arc is added into the
SS (the global generation time increased but the number of states did not).
Table 4.11: For each global GALS-DES model presented in this chapter, the number of PN
nodes, the number of SS states, and the SS generation time.
Global GALS-DES model Model nodes SS states SS generation time
Traffic controller (Fig. 4.5) 32 197456 states ≈ 12 seconds
Lift controller (Fig. 4.17) 149 177468 states ≈ 1 min and 37 secs
Parking lot controller (Fig. 4.26) 70 401889 states ≈ 1 min and 52 secs
When it is not possible to generate the state-space of a global GALS-DES model, be-
cause the state-space is too big (being limited) or because its generation time is too large,
instead of verifying the global model, a reduced model should be verified. Reduction
rules, such as the ones proposed in [78], which preserve several Petri net proprieties,
such as safeness, liveness, and boundedness, should be used. The reduced models ver-
ification, will still allow the components behavior verification and their interaction ver-
ification, which is very important to validate the distributed systems. Finally, it is still
possible to obtain the place bounds to support the distributed systems implementation.
The synchronous components implementation code was automatically generated us-
ing C and VHDL automatic code generators [14, 87, 88], whereas the communication
nodes (asynchronous wrappers and serial network communication no-des) were manu-
ally written, because their automatic code generator tool is still under development.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter presents the conclusions and the future work that includes the development
of design automation tools for high-level Petri nets, as well as the development of safety-
critical systems such as medical devices.
5.1 Conclusions
A model-based development approach for Globally-Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous
Distributed Embedded Systems (GALS-DESs), composed by deterministic components
in interaction, was proposed and successfully used in their development. Each GALS-
DES is modeled through a low-level or high-level Petri net model that graphically spec-
ifies (without ambiguities) the components behavior, structure, and interaction. The cre-
ated model supports the behavioral verification (through model-checking tools) and the
implementation (through automatic code generators) in heterogeneous platforms con-
nected through heterogeneous communication networks.
To support the proposed model-based development approach, low-level and high-
level Petri nets were extended with a set of concepts (time-domains, priorities, asynchro-
nous-channels, input and output events, and bounds), which ensure that the created
models are GALS, locally deterministic, distributable, network-independent, and plat-
form-independent. The time-domain concept was proposed to ensure that the created
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models are GALS, distributable, and free of structural ambiguities. Transitions’ prior-
ities solve conflicts, whereas tokens’ priorities avoid high-level Petri net models am-
biguities. Petri net models with time-domains and priorities are locally deterministic.
Asynchronous-channels support the asynchronous interaction between sub-models with
different time-domains. Input and output events enable the specification of the inter-
action between the controllers and the environment and between the controllers and
the communication nodes (that support the distributed controllers interaction). Petri net
models must be bounded to enable their implementation.
Petri nets extended with the proposed concepts ensure that the created models are
network- and platform-independent. The proposed asynchronous-channels do not spec-
ify the network topology, the communication protocol, and the transmission rates, mak-
ing the specification network-independent and enabling the use of several types of com-
munication networks (with different communication speeds, reliabilities, etc.) to sup-
port the distributed components interaction. Platform-independent models enable the
use of several types of implementation platforms to support synchronous components
and communication nodes implementation. Given that the proposed time-domain con-
cept does not specify the execution frequency, the implementation platforms can be ex-
ecuted at different execution frequencies. This way, during the implementation phase,
implementation platforms and communication networks can be changed, and the exe-
cution frequencies and the communication speeds can be tuned, until obtain the desired
performance, power consumption, EMI, and cost. To validate it, in some of the systems
developed during this work, several prototypes were created, using heterogeneous im-
plementation platforms being executed at different execution frequencies and heteroge-
neous communication networks with different communication speeds. FPGA based plat-
forms and micro-controllers based platforms, interacting through asynchronous wrap-
pers or through serial communication nodes, were used.
The IOPT Web based editor was extended during this work with time-domains and
asynchronous-channels to support the edition of GALS-DES models. This model edition
tool is part of the IOPT-tools, a tool chain framework available online at http://gres.uninova
.pt/, which include among other tools, a model-checking tool and automatic code gener-
ators.
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To support the verification of Petri net models with time-domains and asynchronous-
channels (specifying GALS-DESs), two algorithms were proposed. These algorithms were
implemented during this work in the IOPT model-checking tool, enabling the state-space
generation of these models to support their verification. This model-checking tool, used
to validate GALS-DES models, has been very useful in the model error’s detection. This
tool also provides data, to be used by the code generators, to determine the memory re-
sources required to implement the models. During the model-checking tool utilization,
it was noted that GALS-DES models easily have very large state-spaces (with millions of
states), sometimes being necessary to reduce them to enable their verification.
A decomposition algorithm to decompose GALS-DES models into sets of implemen-
table sub-models was also proposed, supporting the synchronous components imple-
mentation. This algorithm was also implemented in the IOPT-tools, and together with
its code generators (a VHDL code generator and a C code generator), support the syn-
chronous components implementation in hardware based platforms (such as FPGAs) and
in software based platforms (such as micro-controllers).
Petri net models with the proposed concepts also support the communication nodes’
automatic generation. To support it, an automatic code generation tool is currently under
development our research group. It will generate communication nodes for heteroge-
neous platforms and will be integrated in the IOPT-tools. Asynchronous-wrappers [27]
will be generated for hardware based platforms (such as FPGAs). Serial communication
nodes [29] will be generated for different network topologies (such as point-to-point, bus,
and ring) and for hardware and software implementation platforms (such as FPGAs and
micro-controllers).
The proposed model-based development approach and Petri net extensions, sup-
ported by the extended design automation tools, enable the rapid prototype of GALS-
DESs; however, more important than the development time, is the reliability of the de-
veloped systems. This is specially important in safety-critical systems (such as medical
devices), where the development errors must be avoided, and where the model-checking
tools, supporting the behavior verification, can provide a valuable contribution.
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5.2 Future work
The proposed model based development approach, the extended Petri net class, and the
extended tools, can be used model, validate, and implement distributed safety-critical
systems, such as distributed medical devices. It would be interesting to apply this work
contributions and extended tools in the development of distributed medical devices. It is
important to note that during this work period, in collaboration with a Brazilian research
group, Petri nets and the IOPT-tools were already used to model and verify medical sys-
tems [5].
To improve the distributed models readability, would be very useful to extended the
IOPT Web based editor with structuring mechanisms. Given that, distributed embedded
systems usually have large models, Petri net pages and/or hierarchical structuring mech-
anisms should be introduced in the IOPT-tools to improve the readability of large Petri
net models.
High-level Petri nets classes, extended with the proposed concepts, enable the devel-
opment of GALS-DESs not only with emphasis on control, but also on data processing. To
support the proposed model-based development approach using high-level Petri nets ex-
tended with the proposed concepts, new design automation tools should be developed,
namely a model edition tool. It would be interesting to analyze the advantages/disad-
vantages of developing model-checking tools and automatic code generators for high-
level Petri nets, vs the translation of the extended high-level Petri net models into low-
level Petri net models, enabling the use of the already developed tools for low-level Petri
nets (the extended IOPT-tools) to verify and generate the implementation code.
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